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VOL. XII.— NO. 10. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1883, WHOLE NO. 582.
Site Gotland ditg Qm.
A WMALTISWWAKB. I
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 -----
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OPPICK: VAN LANDKQEND’S BLOCK.
in ru & inn, iu -B-i . . * cloea , Paints, Oila, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.






$1.50 per year if paid in advanee; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
. paid at six months.
JOB '.^NTlBSPniBJtlT ait Mr Encitel
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One aonare of ten linee, (nonpareil.) 75 cents for
Ant Insertion, and 25 cents for each anbaeqnent
insertion for any period under three moutha.
ia», - cq., Dealers Inal!
ITl kinds of Purnltare, Curtains, Wall Paper,




and Caps, Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River street.
letsla.
rUTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A 8on«,Pro-
L/ prietors. The only Urst-claas Hotelln the
cltr. Is located In the business center of the town,
, °v£




8 U. 6 M. 1 IT.
850 500 800
500 800 10 00
800 10 00 17 60
10 00 17 00 25 00
17 00 MOO 40 00
.................
15 00 40 00 65 00
, p^OTh.
tlon of guests. Holland, Mich.
OCOTT' HOTEL. Wm. J . Scott, propneu/. .
O This hotel la located on the cor. of Ninth and
Pish strs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
tl 00 oer day. Good accommodations can always
! be relied on. Holland, Mich. 8-ly
LlvsrmiSali Itatlsa.
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX slR-
nlfles that no paper will be continued after date.
THIS PAPER r*.™.?* 0So‘'.e
paper Advertising Bureau (10 SprawSt), where
advertising tontracts may be made for It In NEWYORK. _
r>OONE H„ Llve7 and Sale Stable. Office
JL> andbarn on Market st reel. Everything frit-
I class.
rjAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and BoardingH stable. Pine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott s
Hotel. 38- tf
VTTBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN Ninth street, near Market. _ _
Mitt Martiti.
TT'UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
pil |M.
TTANDERHAaR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,V and Smoked Meats and VegeUbles; paper
| and twine; 8th street^ _ _ _
Maauftomiii, MUD, Bhopi, Ite.
DAUELS.VAN PUTTENACO., Proprietors
1 of Piugger MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
MlUs.) near foot of 8th street.
Ohioigo * Wort Michigan Railway,
Taking Effect, Sunday Not. 12, 1882.
iinllund From Chicago I AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
From Holland ^ Holland. | V and Machinery, cor. River and Ninth Street.
IXTILMS, P. U. Manufacturer of Wooden, sad
VY Ironaud Wood combination Pumps. Cor






















10 40 10 05 13 06 East Sangatock 8 05 7 80 500
10 55 10 25 13 20 ....Richmond...* 55 7 15 4 45
1*001*0»1 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 550 8 55
12 SB 12 80 1 10 2 00 5 15 8 85
1 50 825 2 80 .Benton Harbor.12 50 5 15 2 10
*05 8 40 45 ...8t. Joseph...12 40 805 2 00
3 30 6 15 3 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 00 11 55
730 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 900 • ••e 9 10
a. ui. p. m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
Xetarr Putllei.
OTEGENGA, A. P., Juitice of the Peace and






IjEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
Jj found In his office, on lUver street, next door
to D. R. Meengs, drug store.
\T REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Baal*
IV dence on Ninth sUeet, near the cor. of Mar-
ketstreet. Office one door west of VanRaaltes
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p. m. 50-ly
earlier, leaving Chicago 5 lo p. m., a
Holland 2:2) Sunday morning.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
OOHIPHOR8T, L. Physician and Surgeon;
O office at the drug store of Bchepers A ftchip-









3 25 ....Holland .....
a. m.
11 45 9 10
p.m.
tioio
5 85 8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
5 57 9 30 3 52 ..Hudsonvllle...11 15 7 40 9 25













\f ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;M office at Graafrchap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to ap.m. 2tt-ly.
PMopiphsr.
ITIUGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
Xx lery opposite this office. _
Watohu aid JmBy.
On Sunday morning the Night Express leaves
Holland 2 :80 and arrives In Grand Rapids 4:10 a.m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
I.) REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and






YITYKUUY8KN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks,W Jewels and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets, Holland, Mich. 24-ly.
THAT HACKING COUGH can be quickly
cured by Shiloh’s Cure. We guarantee It. Sold
by D. K. Meengs. ̂
WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint f Shiloh’s Vltaliaer Is guaranteed to
cure yon. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
8LEBLPES9 NIGHTS, made miserable by that
terrible cough. Hhlloh’e Cure Is the remedy for
yon. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
C TARRH CURED, heelth and sweet breath
secured by Shiloh’# catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. Naaal Injector free. Sold by D. R. Meenge.
FOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest use Shlloh’e
Porous Plaster. Price *5 cents. Sold by D. R.
Meengs.
SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
sold by ns on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
SHILOH’S VITALIZES Is what you need for
Consumption, Loss or Appetite, Dizslness and
all symptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
per Wile. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
Immediately relieved by Shiloh's Cure. Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
Proposals.
Proposals will be received by us for Ibe
erecting and furnishing of ail materia) for
an addition to the Blandaid Roller Mills,
in accordance with plans and specifications
now with J. R. Kleyn, Archetect,
7-tf. WALSH DE ROO, & CO.
Old Bbhkshirr Mills, )
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882. f
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
this town for the past seventeen years, and
in our employ for fifteen, and in all these
years he has been a good and respected
citizen of the town and community. He
has bad some chronic disease to our knowl-
edge for most of the time, but now claims
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
Ciiab. O. Bkownh, Proe’t.
[The wonderful case referred to above
is published in another column and will
prove of great value to thousands of our
readers.— Ed.] _
At the Teacher*’ Institute recently held
iu this city an organization was formed
called the Ottawa County Teachers’ Asso
elation. President, Mr. A. H. Taylor, of
Nunica; Vice Presidents, Mr. Geo. P.
Hummer, of Holland, and Mr. Shlers, of
Nunica; Secretary, Miss Ettie L. Lee, of
Spring Lake. A committee was appointed
to draft a Constitution and By-laws and
arrange for a meeting early iu the sum-mer. Ettie I . Lee. Sec'y.
A Card.
To ail who are suflering from the errors
and indiscretions of youth, nervous weak-
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c.,
I will send a recipe that will cure you,
free of charge. This great remedy was
discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
D, New York City. __ 28-ly
For Male!
The’ undersigned offers for sale five
acres of land, with frame house ond barn
on it. The land is shunted on sixteenth
street about one-half mile west of the city
of Holland and east of W. Diekema’s
farm. There are about two hundred fruit-
bearing trees on the premise*, and the rest
of the land is low and excellent for gar-
dening purposes.9-3* H. BRYNELSON.
nr the Holland CUv Htws:
No. 5. TNtlaoBjrof bniB^rorlwnMto
•Act of Narootiot
a. m. p.m. a. m. P-ra-a.m.
75 30 825 11 45 ....Holland. ... 825 10 45 f9 40
600 .... 12 15 ...WesUZtve... 3 05 10 05
• #•• • ..... 12 20 ....Buihklll..,. ... .... .....
12 20 . . .Johnsville....x.... 9 5
685 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 10 8 40
6 50 420 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 280 9 00 885
725 4 50 1 20 ...Muskegon... 100 8 15 800
Ol. p.m. p. m. p.m. a. m. p. tn.
Societies.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.















8 49 11 25 510
11 07 4 55
4 15 ........ Dunning ........ 10 58 4 15
« 40 ........ Allegan ........ . 10 30 3 80
p.m. a.m. p.m.
l o. of o- r.
I HollandClty Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOrder
of Odd Fellow., holds Its regular meetings et Odd
1 Fellows Hall, Uolland,Mlch.,onTuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlallyinviled .
M. Habbiiiotoh, N.G.
William Bomqahtil, K. S.
F. & A. X.
A Rioulab Communication of Unity Lodui,
No. 191.F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich.. on Wednesday evening, April




t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun-










TtOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney andU Notary Public; River street. __
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended to. •“‘Y
Cowaiiiioi Xmfcut.
Produce, Etc.
(Corrected every ThnrsCay by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, $ bushel ............ 75 ®
Beans, $1 bushel. ...............
Butter, V lb ....................
Egge, V dozen... ..................
Hooey, |l M ......................
Onions, ft bushels ...............
Potatoes, f) bushel ................
Griin, Feed, Etc.





Corn Meal* TOO t>s ........ . ...... @ 180
Corn, shelled * bushel ............
Floor, fbrl ............... . ...... tt 5 25
Fine Corn Meal • 100 !>s ......... £ J
Feed, V ton .. ... .............. ... la 24 X
“ *100 lb ^.....a
Hay, * ton ................. . .... 7 00
Middling,
Selling Out!
My whole stock of Pipes, Tobacco*,
Cigars, ami all sorts of Candles and ‘Nuts,
and everything in slock In my store wil be
sold BELOW COST PRICE; Also will
sell my show cusses and counters.
WM. TEN HAGEN.




Bnckwheat, * bushel.. .
Bran, A 100 we .......... .
Barley, * 100 ffi.. .......
Clover teed, * 1b...
110
T> B \CH, W. H. Oommtelton Merchant, and
L> dealer in Grain, Floor and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
ptore cor Eighth « Fish street#, HolDad, Mich. 17
pra|i ui Mitioltit.
FVOBSBURG, J. O. Dealer in Drug! and Medi-U clues. Paints and Oil*. Brushoa, Ac. Phy.
tlclans prescriptions carefnlly put up. Eighth St,
EENG8, D. B., Drojr Store. Fine Drage. Med-




Pearl Barley, | ..... . ............
Rye * bush .....................
Timothy Seed, * bushel.... ......
see • oee • set »
Wheat, white * bushel
red
Lancaster Red, * bushel. ... 1 00
For Sale!
An Ice Box, • Counter, and some ihelv-ing. Inquire nt this Office.
Holland, March 28, 1883.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you cud make and deliver the year
round, viz;
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Slave Bolls, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches loog.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Rending Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolt*, 88 inche* long.
Pine Heading Bolt*, 20 Inches long.
For making contracts or further in
formation apply to Fixter’s Slave Factor}'.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
A Self Evident Fact.
“Plate sin with gold,” aays the poet,
“and the strong lance of Justice hurtless
breaks. Arm it In rage, a pigmy’* atraw
doth pierce it.” This aame principle ap-
plies to thousands of quack medicines
now in the market. Extravagant and
specious advertisements and elaborate
wrappings are the means employed to
swindle a credulous public. One tria
proves the worthlessness of the article.
Dr. Swayne merely calls attention to hie
Ointment for Itching piles,', relying entire-
ly upon its merit for its sale. Intense itch-
ing after getting warm in bed is now ft
thing of the past. *
A little volume baa been lately pub-
lished, entitled “Study »nd Stimulant*; or
“the Use of Intoxicants and Narcotics in
“relation to Intellectual life.” We give
some extract* by way of supplement to
our last article, premising that not one of
the many eminent men who come to the
wi*.De*s stand resort to Alcohol as Stimu-
lus to thought, though many use it moder-
ately as a support iu mental and physical
exhaustion.
Mr. Gladstone ha* always sbatained
from the use of very strong and fiery stim-
ulants and smoking he detests. The late
Prof. Charles Darwin, author of “The
Origin of Species,’’ who died April 20,
1882, wrote as follows at the age of 78, a
few months before bis death: “I drink a
glass of wine daily and believe l should be
heller without sny.” Oliver Wendell
Holme* prefers an undisturbed and un-
clouded brain for mental work: “Does
not habitually use any drink stronger than,
water. He haa no peremptory rule, hav
ing no temptatioa to Indulgence but ap-
proaching near to abstinence as be grow*
older.” Prof. Tyndall does not think any
general rule can be laid down, but is of
opinion that man is happieal who is so
organized that he can dispense with the
use of both alcohol aud tobacco. Gen.
Grant finds tobacco very efficacious as*
narcotic in producing sleep. We remark
in passing that the General here usei the
word in its medicinal sense. According to
its Etymology and its more common use,
narcotics are poisons producing stupor,
coma, convulsions and, when given In
sufficient quantity, death. Mr. Edison re-
gards tobacco as a stimulant not a sed-
ative, and says that smoking although
pleasant is too violent in its action, apply-
ing the same remark to alcoholic liquors.
Prof. Ernst Haeckel of lens, the famous
Zoologist, finds strong coffee very useful
in brain-work. Mr. Ruskln thinks to
bacco a very bad thing, the practice ot
smoking Inducing idleness. M. Taine,
the distinguished French litterateur and
Savant, writes: “All that I turn say Is that
I have never made use of alcohol iu any
form as sn essential stimulant Coffee
suits me much better.” He adds; “Among
the men of letters and men of science
around me, there is not one, to my jtnowi-
edge, who in order to think and to write
has recourse to spirituous liquors: but
three-fourths of them smoke and almost all
take before their work a cup of coffee.”
Mr. Chaa. Reado, the novelist, does not
mention the use of alcohol, but expresses
decidedly adverse opinions as to tobacco.
Mr.Geo. Aug. Sala, the brilliant writer,
says that he has been a constant smoker
for nearly forty years; but had he to live
bis life over again hd would never touch
tobacco in any shape or form. Mr. Ed-
mund O'Donovan, the Irish arch®ologlst,
considers the “use of alcoholic and other
stimulants to be conducive to literary
abors under circumstances of physical
and mental exhaustion.”
The author, Mr. Reade, reaches the fol-
owing conclusions from the mass of evi-
dence before him; 1. Alcohol and to-
bacco are of no value to a healthy student.
2. The most vigorous thinkers and hardest
workers abstain from both stimulants. 8.
Those who have tried both moderation and
total abstinence find the latter the more
healthful practice. 4. Almost every brain-
worker would be the better for abstinence.
5. The most abstruse calculations may be
made and the most laborious mental work
performed without artificial stimulus. 6.
AH work done under the influence of alco-
hol is unhealthy work. 7. The only pure
brain stimulants are external ones,— fresh
air, cold water, walking, riding and other
out-door exercises.
T. ROMEYN BECK.
Holland, Mich., April 0, 1888.
els and the relief afforded to coughing
were very marked, to that the patients
took hardly any other cough mixture. In
early stages it appears to have a distinct
power of Increasing weight, but In ad-
vanced cases Dr. Quinlsn remarks that he
is not awate of anything that will do this
except koumiss.— American. x
Mullein as ft remedy for Oonghi-
Dr. Quinlan, of DuWIa, who last year
read a paper at the British Pharmaceuti-
cal Conference on the hemostatic proper-
ties of the Plantago lanceolata, has recently
investigated the properties of the common
mullein, Verbaseum thapsus {British Medi-
cal Journal, January 27, p. 157). This
plaut has long been used in Ireland as a
domestic remedy for consumptive cough,
and Dr. Quinlsn has made a series of ex-
periments with a view to determine if it
really possesses the valuable properties at-
tributed to it He find* that when boiled
in milk the patient takes the decoction
readily, and experiences a physiological
want when It is omitted. Its power of
checking phthisical looseness of the bow-
Lsarnlng aitoda.
Referring to the inauguration of a class
in tbfrtcience of plumbing, under the au-
spices of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
In this city, a correspondent of the Phila-
delphia Record says: “If this will dimin-
ish the number of young men whose high-
est ambition seems lo be to stand behind
the counter and wear good clothes, it will
be a public benefaction. There Is a great
deal of money In trades and very little in
counter Jumping, and yet only one young
man in a hundred is willing to blacken hit
hands with tools. It Is not always the
boy’s fault, however. A gentleman of my
acquaintance, who Is a- broker in Ex-
change Place, said to me recently: “I
ought to have been a machinist; 1 would
have been rich by this time. When I was
a boy I wanted to go into the Allaire
Worki, but my father waa afraid it would
•oil my bands. He wanted me to be a
gentleman. The result Is that I have
never liked my business, and never made
more than a living at it. Had be let mo
go in aian apprentice iu the machinist
trade, I would have been huiding engines
and coining money by this time, and my
whole heart would have, been in it,’ The
fathers of to-day in New York are the
same. They would almost as soon bury
sons as make them apprentices. , The re-
sult is a race of mediocre clerks and book
keepers, who find their Intellectual level
in the flash newspapers of the day.”
Early Potatcn.
A correspondent of the Country Gendt-
man aays: The earliest potato, m faru
my experience goes, Is the Early Electric.
Last season, in order to test the compara-
tive earliness and yield of the hew varie-
ties alongside of the well known kind!, I
planted at measured distance • definite
number of bill* of each of the kinda given
in the following table. They were all
planted in the midst of a field of potatoes,
sod given the same cultivation as the
whole field. Single eye were planted, one
in a hill, on the 15th day of May.
Time of ProductName. ripening. per acre.
Early Electric ....... Aug. 7 ...... 184
Early Ohio ......... Aug. 15 ....... 1164
Early Mayflower ..... Aug. 15 ....... 1774
Brownell’s Best ...... Sept. 7 ....... 2874
Clark’s No. 1 ........ Sept. 1. ...... 1624
Early Telephone ..... Aug. 15 ....... 175
Beauty of Hebron .... Sept. 1 ....... 1794
Early Rose. .......... Sept. 1 ...... 159
Magnum Bonum ..... Sept. 10 ...... 1574
Late Hum...* ....... Sept. 15..**.. 194
Snowflake ............ Sept. 7 ...... 189
White Star .......... Sept. 25 ...... 206
White Elephant ...... Sept. 25 ...... 282
Burbank ............ Sept. 25 ...... 220
Matchless ........ ....Sept. 15 ...... 185
Pride of America ..... Sept. 25. .... . 1914
Late Snowflake ...... Sept. 25 ...... 2264
Jelle ................. Sept, 15....... 225
Defiance ............. Oct. 1...... 8824
St. Patrick ........... Oct. 1 ...... 250
Rose’s Seedling ...... Oct. 1...... 228
Roger’s No. 4... ..... Oct. — 1. »»>« « 2994
Watt’s Orange., ..... Oct. 1 ...... 2874
Queen ot the Valley. .Oct. 1 ...... 199
Champion of America Sept. 25 ...... 258
Roger’s No. 7 ........ Sept. 20 ...... 258
Cook’s Superb ....... Sept. 25 ...... 2544
Rilverskin. . . . ........ Sept. 25 ...... 284
Mammoth Pearl ...... Sept. 25 ...... 257
The dying of the tops wm taken as the
period of ripening, it will be seen thst
the Early Electric is three weeks earlier
than Early Rose. Had it been planted
very early, I presume the yield would
have been satisfactory. The Defiance was
by far the best producer; quality good.
The handsomest potato wm Rose’s Seed-
ling; all large. Great care was necessary
in making the experiment, which those
who grow potatoes expressly for seed will
appreciate.
By lack of open air exercise, and the
want of sufficient care in the matter of
diet, the whole physical mechanism often
becomes impaired daring the winter.
Ayer’s Sarstpsrilla is the proper remedy
to take in the spring of the year to purify
the blood, Invigorate the system, excite
the liver to action, and restore the healthy
tone and vigor.
On being refused payment on a check
at a strange bank for want of identification,
Joseph Jefferson, the actor, leaned back
and said aadlv in the words of Rip: “If
my dog Schneider vas here be vood know





Mike McLaughlin and Martin Lins-
ky, both about 18 yean old, (ought a prize
battle at Dubois, Pa. In the sixth round
they clinched and fell, the (all breaking
linaky’B neck, killing him instantly.... The
village of Jersey Shore, Pa, has been almost
wiped out by lira The loss is estimated at
lioaooa
Peteb Cooper, the founder of Cooper
Institute', and the promoter of many other
benefactions, died at his home in New York
on the 4th of April, having completed his
Q2d year. Entering manhood as a
chanlo, his inventions and industry prc
dealer of Covington. Ky., has mode
an assignment His liabilities are |1C8, 000.
The President and party were re-
ceived at Jacksonville, Fla., by the booming
of artillenr and the cheers of the citizena
No President has ever before visited the
Floridans.
An unsucssfucel attempt was made to
wreck a train on the Missouri Pacific railroad
near Denton, Texas. A negro found in the
vicinity was arrested on suspicion. It is
supposed the wreckers had (resigns upon a
train which was to carry 1100,000 to Mexico.
This was the second attempt of recent date
train-wrecking in that vicinity.... A
boiler explosion at Newbero, N. CL. partly
deraoliehe'd the factory of George Bishon,
killed. two men, and' wrecked Isaiah Wood’s
house, 100 yards away, fatally injuring Mra
Wood.
me-
l  I oved
a mine of wealth to him, and at the time of
his death, although he had given millions
for the good of ms race, he was possessed
of about *5,000 000. Ex-Mayor Edward
Cooper, of New York, is a son, and Mra
Abram & Hewitt a daughter of Mr. Cooper.
Mr. Cooper was the candidate of the Green-
back-National party for the Presidency in
1876. . . .The failure of C. B. Short, banker, at
Marion, N. Y., caused m’uch excitement
His liabilities are between *25,000 and *50,-
000.... David Torcheimer A Co., New York,
hatters, have failed for *100,000.
The New York Chamber of Com-
merce resolved the other day that the trunk
ines discriminated against the dry goods
trade on west-bound traffic, and requested
the Railway Commissioners to make an in-
quiry and report to the Legislature. . . .Bar-
num’s elephant “Pilot* was killed at New
York, having become intractable — John A
Wilson, his wife and two daughters were
burned to death in a house three miles from
Hartwick, Otsego county, N. Y — Three
colored children were burned to death at
Elsbury, N. Y.
Harry Woodson, known na “the
Black Diamond of Cincinnati," and Jim Mc-
Laughlin, a white man, fought seven rounds
with hard gloves for a puree of *500, near
New York. McLaughlin was knocked sense-
less by a blow on tne nose, and the colored
man was awarded the money and all the
dubious honors attaching to the victory. . . .
James & Lyon, who was concerned with
City Treasurer Bork, of Buffalo, In the
speculations that cost the city |5u0,000, has
been convicted of criminally using the city’s
money in his private business. The penalty
Is Imprisonment from three to ten years and
fine not exceeding five times the amount
embezzled.
The funeral services over the remains
of Peter Cooper, in New York, were attended
by a large number of people of all classes of
society, and the streets in the vicinity of
the church where the services were held
were filled with persons anxious to show
their respect for the dead philanthropist
Only one carriage followed the hearse tear-
ing the corpse to the cemetery.... A large
mob of boys and girls gathered before the
Salvation Army hall at Syracuse, pelted the
officers at the entrance with mud, and in-
dulged In inappropriate tunes.
A bill regulating railroads has
passed theTexas Legislature, and the law goes
into immediate effect It provides for a State
engineer who shall inspect the roads and
the manner of operating them, so as to se-
cure the safety of the public and prevent
any unjust discriminations, under a penalty
of a fine of *500 for each offense. It fixes
the passenger fare at 3 cents per
mile for adults and S cents for
children under 10 years of age....
At Greenville, Texas, End’s Hotel, a three-
story brick building, fell with a terrible
crash at 2 o'clock m the morning. The
shrieks and cries of the inmates startled the
city. Fire broke out, spread rapidly, and
soon the flames hushed all piteous human
ileadings. Thirteen people were cremated.
)ne man cat his throat wnen he foand the
flames consuming him. A relief train from
Sherman made the time of a mile a minute
in running to the fire, but could render no
assistance. The cause of the calamity is
uncertain, but it is thought that an explo-
sion of powder in the hardware store
blew out the west walls, causing
the entire building to fall. Sev-
eral adjoining buildings were destroyed. . . .
President Arthur arrived at Sanford, Fla.,
and was given a hearty reception bv promi-
nent citizens. He went thence to Kissimee
City, where he made a brief stop, going from
there to hunt and fish . . . .While intoxicated
at Nashville, Tena, Dudley Porter, son of
ex-Gov. Porter, provoked a quarrel with
James Grundy a drummer for a Cincinnati
house, and in the tight which resulted the
latter was fatally cut.... Nine and a half
inches of rain fell at New Orleans in one day.
THE WEST.
The Moraon tempi© at Kirtland,
Ohio, built fifty years ago, but long aban-
doned to the bats and the rats, has been ren-
ovated by the Reorganized Church of Latter-
..YeronaDay Salute, or Josephite Mormons ____ Yer
Baldwin, who attempted to kill “Lucky
Baldwin, the California millionaire, a few
months since, has been acquitted by a San
Francisco lory. The verdict was received by
those in the court-room with applause —
Benjamin W. Raymond, who was Mayor of
Chicago from 1840 to 1844, has just died in
that dty. aged 82 years. He has been prom-
inently identified with the business and edu-
cational interests of the Northwest for more
than half a century ..... Twenty business
houses were consumed by tire at‘ Kentland,
Ind., involving a total loss of *100,1)00; in-
sujance about half.
The Coroner’s jury, in the case of the
Diamond mine disaster, near Braidwood,
EL, exonerates the mine managers from
blame, declaring that the accident was such
as is liable to happen under the same cir-
cumstances at any mine.,.. The billiard
tournament at Chicago for the
world’s championship was won by
Jacob Schaefer, he defeating Maurice Yig-
naux, the great French expert, in the final
game of the series of contests ____ The rail-
road companies doing business west of Chi-
cago have reaffirmed the anti-pass compact,
fixing the penalties for violations of the
agreement at *100 for the first, $200 for the
second, *300 for the third, and *500 for each
subsequent offense ____ Howard Underwood.
\ a young negro, who brutally murdered
a colored woman about a year ago, paid the
last penalty of the law at Charleston, Mo.
A crowd of *6.000 people witnessed the exe-
cution, and the murderer made a speech in
which be stated as a matter of fact that he
was going direct to a better land where
he “would walk up and down streets of
glory." ____ The original Joe Smith Mormons,
who repudiate Brigham Young. John Taylor
and the polygamic dispensation, have been
holding a jubilee at kirtland, Ohio, where
their first temple was built Joseph Smith,
a son of the Prophet, was the central figure
in the ceremonies.
The Michigan Attorney General is
called upon to decide the legality of the
election of three ladies on the Flint School
Board. More than 100 women as. their
ballots for them..... Mack Marrden ,'ender
of a gang of hog and cattle stealers who
have infested the vicinity of Hllisboro, Mo.,
and who was suspected ‘of the murder of
two men, was lynched by his neighbors. . . .
The trial ol Seth F. Crew’s, a member of the
Illinois House of Representatives, at Belle-
ville, on the charge of obtaining money un-
der false pretenses, resulted in an acquittal
. . . .Mowbray’s flour mill at Stockton, Minn.,
was destroyed by fire, causing loss of *C0,-
000.
THE SOUTH,
The Sanitary Council of the Missis-
sippi Valley, in consultation at Jackson,
Miss., prepared a petition to the President of
the United States that, incase of an outbreak
of yellow fever or other epidemic disease iu
the Mississippi valley, the fund of *100.000
provided by Congress be placed at the dis-
posal of the National Board of Health. . . .A
ooy threw a burning match into the man-
hole of ««wer at Baltimore, which ctm^ed
an explosion, killing two children, and dam-
aging the street and houses $20,000.
Judge Bond, of the United States
Court, at Charleston, 8. C., has written to
the Clerk, stating that hereafter no warrants
for offenses against the United States
should be issued upon the mere belief or
ticket was successful. All of the Demo-
cratlo candidates for local offices were
chosen at Evansville, Ind. The city elec-
tions in Milwaukee, Madison, Oshkosh, Wa-
tertown and Eau Claire, Wla, resulted in
the success of the Democratic candi-
datea Leavenworth, Kansas, elected
the Democratic ticket At Topeka
and Wichita the fight was between the Pro-
hibitionists and Antl-Prohlbltioniste, and in
both cities the Anti candidates were elected.
The Prohibition ticket was elected in Clin-
ton, Iowa At Omaha and Lincoln, Neb. , the
Republicans carried the day. Ii\ St Louis,
Mo. , the Democrats swept the day. Denver,




Mb. William Yernon Harcourt in-
troduced in the British House of Commons a
bill to amend the law In regard fcd explo-
sives. and it passed through the committee
of the whole without opposition, was report-
ed to the House and passed, being sent im-
mediately to the House of Lords, where It
was adopted. The bill imposes severe pen-
alties for causing or attempting to cause ex-
WA8HINGTON.
The indictment of ex-Senator Kellogg
on the testimony of Mail Contractor Price
hangs fire, the Grand Jury of the District of
Columbia refusing to sira the presentment
drawn up by Attorney Ker because its state-
ments did not correspond entirely with the
evidence.
Following is a recapitulation of the
last monthly national-debt statement:
Bonds at 6, continued at 3H per
cent..Y ............................ $ 50,648,000
Four ana one-half per cento ......... 250/X)0,000
Four i>er cento ....................... 737,6!>4,1C0
Three per cento ...................... 3<W, 520,500
equally with principala The bill also en-
larges the power or the police and vessel
Captains iu searching for explosives, and au-
thorizes the seizure of such compounds or
ingredients thereof.... Brady, one of the
Phoenix Park conspirators, was placed on
trial at Dublin on the 10th insa, and pleaded
not guilty. Dr. Webb Adams was assigned
to defend Brady by the court —
Hugh Gladstone, a cousin of the Prime Min-
ister of England, and a member of theLiv-
erpool firm of J. M. Gladstone A Sons, com-
mitted suicide by taking strychnine. . . . .Seri-
ous frauds have been unearthed in the ac-
counts of the different Russian Ministers
during the last ten years, but as several
persons of distinction are implicated it is
probable the matter will be hushed up .....
The Czar and Czarina took a drive through
the streets of 8t Petersburg in’ an open car-
riage, without the usual military escort ....
The ultramontanes of Gerraany aro prepar-
ing for an imposing celebration of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the consecration
of the exiled Archbishop of Cologne.... A
Vienna dispatch says that in consequence of
Booth, in Kingtne success of Edwin
Lear, the engagement will be renewed.
The Secretary of the Interior has de-
cided to offer the Otoe Indian lands In Kan-
sas and Nebraska for sole May L The ap-
praisers have valued the land at from *4 to
*10 an acre ____ Comptroller Knox has au-
thorized the establishment of the following
national hanks: The Vineland National
Bank, New Jersey, capital, *50,000; the
Third National Bank, of Sedalia, Ma , capi-
tal, *100,000; and the Merchants’ National
Bank, of Amsterdam, N. Y., capital, $100,-
oua
The New England M. E. Conference,
in session at Boston, resolved against the in-
troduction of the caste system in the South,b s ...  *  aw  mo, aw -------------------- ^ ------------ >
Kcfundinc certificates ............... 384,(50 resulting in the establishment of churches
Navy pension fund .................. 14,000,000
Total Interest-bearing debt ..... *1,553,118,050
Matured debt ........................ 10,575,195
Legal-tender notes. .................. 346,740,101
Certificates of deposit ............... 9,715,000
Gold and silver certificates .......... 152,595,051
Fractional currency ................. 7,010,578
Total without interest ........... $516,860,730
for the negro population ... .A junior mem-
ber of the firm or Williston Knight A Co., of
Total debt (principal) ............... $1,879,748,976
Total Interest ........................ $ 12,217,295
Total cash In treasury .............. 315,034,983
Debt, less cash in treasury .......... 1,576,931.288
Decrease during March .............. 9.344.K26
Decrease of debt shtU, June 30, 1882. 111,983,172
Current liabilities-
interest due and unpaid ............ $ 1,606,257
Debt on which interest has ceased. . 10,575.195
Interest thereon ..................... 386,453
Gold and silver certificates .......... 162,595,051
for redemption ofU. B. notes held
certificates of deposit..





Cash in treasury. ... ................. $ 815,031,983
Bonds Issued to Paciflcrailway com-
panies, Interest payable in lawful
money—
Princiual outstanding ....... . ....... 84,623,512
Interest accrued! mot yet paid. ...... 969,352
Interest paid by1 United States ...... 17,283,388
Interest repaid by companies—
By transportation service ............ 10,436,332
By cash payments, 6 per cent, net
earnings ............................ 665,198
Balance of Interest paid by United
States .............................. 40.191.865
of State has been
suspicion of any per son.... At West Union,
% Va., Bernard Hoyle, a grocery-keeper,
and his little girl were murdered. Another
child was fearfully injured, but identified
the assassin, one Ames Harper, whose ob-
ject was robbery.... E Q. M. Lovell cool
The Department
strenuously endeavoring to obtain a hearing
for the Beven Americans arrested at Panama
in January, on suspicion of robbing the
Panama Railroad Company of *50,000, in-
tended for the payment of the officers and
crew of the Unite’d States steamer Lacka-
wanna Many obstacles have been en-
countered, but the Consul at Panama reports
that the men will soon be heard In court and
represented by competent counsel
POLITICAL.
Through blunders of the Wisconsin
Assembly bookkeeper many acts of the
House in which the Senate non-ooncurred
were sent to the Governor, duly signed by
him, and published as laws.
An election was held in Michigan on
Monday, April 2, for two Judges of the Su-
preme Court and two Regents of the State
University. Two tickets were in the field-
one nominated by the Republicans and the
other nominated by the Democrats and
Greeubackers combined. Returns at
this writing indicate that the
Fusion candidates are elected
The biennial municipal election in Chicago
resulted in the election of the entire Dem-
ocratic ticket, headed by Carter H. Harrison,
by majorities ranging from 4,100 to 12, ( 00.
This makes the third term for Harrisoa
At Springfield, III. the Citizens’ municipal
ticket, framed in the interest of high liquor
license, was elected by a decisive ma-
jority. A large number of the Western cit-
ies held municipal elections, the results of
which are recorded below: Ciucinuati elect-
ed a Democratic Mayor and Council, the Re-
publicans securing two or three minor city
officea In Cleveland, Ohio, the Democrats
elected John HJForley Mayor by nearly 4,000
majority, fourteen out of eighteen Council-
men, and seven out of nine members of the
Board of Education. In Toledo. Ohio,
the Republicans elected the Mayor and Po-
lice Clerk by 75 majority, the Democrats
capturing ail the other municipal offices by
majorities ranging from 200 to 1,0(XX At Co-
lumbus. Ohio, Walcott, Republican, was
chosen Mayor by about 5vX) majority. Mans-
field, Dayton and Steubenville, Omo, elected
Republican Mayors. Grand Rapids, Mich.,
elected the Demo-Greenback city ticket;
Lansing. Mifiji, the Republican ticket, and
Bay City, Mich, the Democratic ticket for
local offices. The Republicans carried their
city ticket through in Battle Creek, and the
Democrats swept the field at Adrian, Mich.
At Keokuk, Iowa, the Republican municipal
ticket triumphed, and at Dubuque the Dem-
ocrats carried the day. At Champaign, Hl ,
the fight was between the Temperance and
license parties, the - former Win-
ning. The Citizens’ ticket, composed
eqally of Democrats and Re-
publicans, was chosen at Hartford, Ct At
Bismarck, Dak., the Citizens’ Independent]
New York, the largest dealers in
bucklee and buttons in the United States,
made off with $100,000 of the concern’s
funds, causing its suspension.... Geo. Palen
A Co., wholesale dealers in hides and leather,
New York, have made an assignment Their
liabilities are about $400,000.
There is a great rash of immigrants
to Northern Minnesota, Dakota and Manito-
ba A recent dispatch from St Paul says:
“Arriving and departing trains are taxed to
their utmost to supply the demand for ac-
commodations, and the resources of roads
centering at St Paul are daily drawn upon
to their farthest limit In conversation with
railroad men upon the subject they
express themselves as surprised at
the daily accessions made to the
city’s floating populatioa Nothing like it
was e\Gf tefore seen. At present it is thought
that not less than 10,l)0u passengers are re-
ceived here per week and forwarded to
Northwestern points by way of the Northern
Pacific and Manitoba lines. . . . .Advices from
Arizona report that the people of that Ter-
ritory are much disappointed at the inac-
tion of Gen. Crook, and have about lost all
hope of protection by the army. Several
independent companies of miners and
prospectors have been organized, and
a war of extennination will be waged
against the copper-colored pests... .Benja-
min F. Cocker, D. D..LL D., professor of
mental and moral philosophy in the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and a man’ of high stand-
ing as a preacher and author, is dead ____ The
Atlantic Milling Company, of St Louis, of
which George Bain is President, has been
temporarilyobliged to suspend mporarily on
account of duUness In the European
market and an overstock of wheal
THE MARKET.
NEW YORK.
Rekvks ...........................t 6.00 © 7.80
Hoos .............................7.80 © 8.40
Flour— Superfine ................3.25 © 3.75
Wheat — No. 1 White ............. 1.10 & 1.11
No. 2 Red ............... 1.18 © 1.19
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .63 © .66
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .61 © .54
Pork— Mess ......................19.00 @19.25
Laud ............................ .11*© .11*
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers.
Cows and Heifers ......
6.00 @ 7.15
3.60 © 4.75
Medium to Fair ........ 5.65 © 5.90
Hoos .............................6.50 © 7.96
Flour— Fancy WhRe Winter Ex.
Good to Choice Bpr’g Ex.
5.00 © 6.25
4.75 © 5.‘X)
Wheat— No. 2 Spnnn ........... 1.02 © 1.05
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 1.07 © 1.08
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .49 © 52
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .42 © .43
Ute—No 2 ....................... .56 © .67
Barley— No. 2 ................... .74 © .75
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... .28 © .31
Eoos— Fresh ..................... .16 © .18
Pons— Mess ...................... 18.00
Lard.. ............................ 11J4®
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 2 .................... 1.04
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 62
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 41
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 54
Barley— No. 2 .................... 82












Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.07 @ 1.08
Corn— Mixed ..................... .47 © .48
Oats-No. 2 ...................... .48 © .44
Rye .............................. .53 <9 .54
Pork— Mess ......................18.00 ©18.25
Lard ............................. .10*© .11
CINCINNATI
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.07 © 1.08
Corn ............................. .53 © .54
Oats. ............................. .46 © .46
Rye .............................. .62 © .63
Pork-Mcss ......................18.60 ©18.75
I.Ann ................ .10*© .M
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.09 © 1.10
Corn ...............................63 © .64
Oats-No. 2 ...................... .44 © .45
DETROIT.
Flour ............................4.25 © 4.50
Wheat— No, 1 White ............. L06 © 1.08
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .62 © .64
Oats— Mixed ..................... .44 © .46
Pork— Mess ..... ... ..............
INDIANAPOLIS.
18.50 @18.75
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.07 © 1.08
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .49 © .50
Oats— Mixed ..................... .42 © .43
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Cattle— ... ; . . 6.75 @ 7.00
Fair .....................6.00 @ 6.50
Common ................ 6.25 © 6.75
Hoos .............................7.70 © 8.25
Sheep. .. ............ . ............ 3.50 © 6.65
Dr. Sturdeyant says that potash,
whether in the shape of wood-ashes or
in the form of sulphate or muriate, is a
jpecial fertilizer for melons.
Give all your farm implements a good
coat of paint before the time comes to
use them. It is the best preserver of
all wood and iron exposed to the
weather, and costs but little. No in-
vestment pays better.
Poultry per pound, let the breed be
what it may, will cost very near the
same. One bushel of corn will produce
nine to eleven pounds of poultry. It
makes no difference whether Leghorns,
Plymouth Bocks or Brahmas eat thecorn. ' a
The National Tribune mjb: “It is
not generally known that sorghum is
valuable for grazing purposes. It grows
quickly after being eaten down, and
aranenes out into a number of succulent
shoots, which are highly relished by
ive stock of all kinds. With a patch
of rye sown in the fall, which will afford
good grazing until mid-summer, sup-
plemented by a sowing of sorghum in
May, a supply of succulent pasture
may be secured equal in value to any
mixture of other kinds of grasses and
clovers.
The selection of suitable stocks for
grafting is a matter still requiring
much scientific experiment. The ob-
ject of grafting is to expedite and in-
crease the formation of flowers and
fruit. Strong-growing pears, for in-
stance, are grafted on the quince stock,
in order to restrict their tendency to
form “gross” shoots and a snperabund-
rfbee of wood in place of flowers and
fruit. Apples, for the same reason, are
“worked” on the “paradise” stocks,
which, from their influence on the scion,
are known as dwarfing stocks. Scions
from a tree which is weakly or liable to
injury by frosts are strengtliened by
engrafting on robust stocks. Lindley
has pointed out that while in Persia
its native country, the peach is proba-
bly best grafted on the peach, or on its
wild type, the almond, in England, the
summer temperature of whose soil is
much lower than that of Persia, it is
most successful on stocks of the native
plum.
Drying Hay by Fermentation
While we, in this country, where the
sunshine heat is usually so intense in
summer that grass can bo made into
well-cured hay in a single day, are
striving to preserve our fodder in silos
without drying it at all, our cousins
over the water are attempting to cure
their hay independently of sunshine, by
regulating the beat of fermentation.
Mr. Elisha Dyer, of London, favors
us with a forty-four-page pamphlet de-
scribing the “Neilson system” of curing
fodders. This is simply to stack hay
or other fodder that has been more or
less wilted after moving, and to so con-
struct the stacks that the beat generated
by fermentation can be pumped out,
when cold air will rush in to take the
place of the damp, hot air withdrawn.
The stacks must not be excessively
large, twenty feet in diameter being
considered as large as the air can be
readily forced through. The center is
built with an air-chamber, into which
an exhaust pipe is introduced, at the
opposite end of wliioh an exhaust fan
is placed for pumping out the air when-
ever the heat rises to a damaging point,
which is determined by a test-rod
thrust into the stack. The heated
damp air may be pumped out by hand,
or, where many stacks are built, a small
steam engine or horse-power may he
used for doing the pumping. — New
England Farmer.
New Mode of Treating Tomatoes.
—My practice is to excavate in the
early springtime as many flat turnips
as are needed, and, having fljled the
cavity with earth, plant two or three
seeds in it, selecting the best plant
when two or three inches high to re-
main, and pulling out the others.
When it is time to set them in the gar-
den, place the turnip with its contents
undisturbed in a hole deep enough to
cover the turnip two or three inches.
Setting out in this way, there is no cut-
ting away of the roots, and little need
of water, as the plant has not been in
the least disturbed, especially if inured
to the air out of doors for a week or
two before being set in the garden. I
have started tomatoes out so early that
the plants were in blossom several days
before being set out, not being at all
retarded thereby. Cucumbers started
in this way I have had in bloom, with
the same result. After being put iu
the ground the turnip soon decays, fur-
nishing a little food for the plant. If
the turnips are to he kept long m the
house before setting out it will be well
to put them in boxes, filling the inter-
stices with moss, sand or earth, kept
moist, as too long exposure to the hot
air of a warm place will cause the tur-
nips to wilt, the earth in which must be
kept moist, whether the turnip is in or
out of a box.— Cor. Country Gentle-
man.
Experiments with Ensilage.— The
Report of the New Jersey Agricultural
Experiment Station is filled with val-
uable information relating to the ex-
periments conducted by Prof. George
H. Cook, director, one of the most im-
portant of which is the feeding test for
determining the comparative value of
ensilage and cured fodder corn. The
feeding trial was begun on the 6th day
of December. Four cows were selected
from the herd, placed side by side and
fed, watered.and exercised at the same
time for sixty consecutive days. During
the first period of twenty days all four
cows were fed the same daily ration
(made up for each 1,000 pounds of live
weight) of twenty pounds dried fodder
corn, two pounds winter wheat bran
and tliirty pounds brewers’ grains. Dur-
ing the second period of twenty days
the daily ration for two of the cows was
the same as during the first period ; the
other two were fed ensilage instead of
dry fodder corn. For each 1,000 pounds
of live weight this second ration was
twenty pounds ensilage, two pounds
wheat bran and thirty pounds brewer’s
grains. During the third period all
four of the cows were fed on the ensi-
lage ration. The dried fodder corn was
cut and crushed in a jUachine that made
it palatable for the cows to eat. After
the first day or two it was eaten with-
out waste. During the second period
one of the cows seemed unable to eat
all of the harder pieces of ensilage, the
amount wasted, however, was very smalL
The two facts seem to show, therefore,
that dried fodder corn, when cut and
crushed, is eaten quite as readily and
with as little waste as ensilage. ' The
Director gives the following summary
of the facts as shown in the experi-
ment: First— When green com was
dried in stacks the loss of food was less
than what it was when packed in a silo.
Second — When dried corn-fodder was
crushed and cut it was eaten by the
cows quite as eagerly as ensilage.
Third — In three cases the yield of milk
was not increased when ensilage was
substituted for dried corn, hut in one
case ensilage caused an increase of
eighty-seven pounds of milk in forty
days. Viewing the subject according
to the facts above represented, it is ap-
parent that the preparation of food has
much to do with its feeding value, for
the Director was compelled to cut and
otherwise prepare the ensilage before it
was packed in the silo, and, as he states
above, the fodder corn was not only cut
hut crushed, its preparation being
therefore complete, and could not pos-
sibly he rejected by the cows. The
feed was given according to the live
weight of the animal. Such is the
method now in vogue, hut it may he an
erroneous system, as digestibility, ap-
petite and capacity for the conversion
of food into flesh, milk and butter are
not always dependent upon the weight
or size of the animal. — Philadelphia
Record.
DOMESTIC RECIPES.
Corn-btarch Puffs.— Four eggs
beaten separately; one cup of sugar;
one cup of corn-starch; one-half cup ol
butter; one teaspoonful of lemon in
the butter and sugar; two teaspoonfuls
of baking powder mixed in the corn-
starch.
Graham Muffins.— One quart of
Graham flour, two teaspoonfuls of bak-
ing-powder, a piece of butter the size of
a walnut, one egg, one table-spoonful of
sugar, one-half teaspoonful of salt,
milk enough to make a hatter as thick
as for griddle cakes.
Boiled Hominy.— Soak one cup of
fine hominy in three cups of water and
salt to taste; in the morning turn it into
a quart pail ; then put the pail into a
kettle of boiling water, cover tightly
and steam one hour ; then add one tea-
cupfail of sweet milk and boil fifteen
minutes.
Oyster Pie.— Allow one can of oys-
ters for two pies, roll out your paste
and put in your pio pan or dish, then
put in oysters and cut up a piece oi
butter the size of an egg for each pie
into small pieces ; season with salt and
pepper; sprinkle a table-spoonful in
each and roll out a top crust ; hake from
three-fourths of an hour to an hour.
Beefsteak Smothered with Onions.
—Put in the skillet a little lard and
the steak ; peel and slice the onions,
and lay them over the meat till the
skillet is full ; season with pepper and
salt, cover tightly and place over the
fire. After the juice of the onions has
boiled away and the meat begins to fry,
remove the onions, turn the meat tc
brown on the other side, then replace
onions as before, being careful that they
do not burn.
Broiled Oysters.— Drain the oys-
ters in a colander. Dip them one by
one into melted butter, to prevent stick-
ing to the gridiron, and place them on
a wire gridiron. Broil over a clear fire.
YVhen nicely browned on both sides,
season with salt, pepper and plenty of
butter, and lay them on hot buttered
toast, moistened with a little hot water.
Serve very hot, or they will not he nice.
Oysters cooked in this way and served
on broiled beefsteak ore nice.
Chicken Salad.— There are as many
ways of making chicken salad as there
are different kinds of chickens. Here
Is a common-sense way : Boil a tender
cliicken, and when cold cut all the
meat in dice. [Remove the tough part
of the skin.] Cut up white tender cel-
ery enough to make the same amount,
and mix with the meat. Stir into it a
table-spoonful each of mustard and salt,
and let it stand an hour or two. When
ready to serve mix 'the whole with a
mayonnaise sauce, leaving part to mask
the top, or use the mayonnaise alone
without the first dressing of vinegar
and oil. Lettuce can be substituted
for celery, and where neither is obtain-
able a crisp white cabbage may he
chopped fine and the meat of the
chicken also, and either a teaspoon Ml




Powdered horse in a new meat prep-
aration for the artificial alimentation
of the sick. It is made hv reducing to
impalpable dust the dried flesh of the
animal. It is of a gray hue, and has
the odor of pate de foie gras. Great
nourishment power ip claimed for it,
while its fineness hastens assimilation,
and as an incentive to action by the
stomach it is said to he unsurpassed.
The Vicksburg Herald estimates that
there are forty pistols to every subsoil
plow in the State of Mississippi
fits
BOLL \ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
The lowest pdint cotton has reached
since the war was in December, 1878,
when middling was 8} cents in New
York and 4J pence in Liverpool, but it
then rapidlj advanced in price, and in
May following was 17 cents in New
York and 7i pence in Liverpool. The
highest point was reached in 1864, dur-
ing the war, when middlings sold at
$1.90 per pound in the New York mar-
ket and 2 shillings and 6 pence in Liv-
erpool The lowest point ever reached
was in 1842, when it was as low as 4
cents. ' _
A commebcial traveler representing
a silk-house showed a customer a $1.25
silk which, knowing his man, he quoted
at 97 cents. “You don’t call that cheap,”
said the customer. “Ive got some
which beats that, which I sell for 80
cents.” The commercial traveler asked
to look at it, and it proved to be a $1.40
silk. “Well,” said the silk drummer,
"that is cheap. I’ll take twenty yards
for my wife.” The merchant wanted to
get out of it on plea of a joke, but the
other laid down the money and took the
silk. His attempt to beat down prices
cost the merchant $12.
A Harvard law student named At-
wood, having ordered a waiter to bring
him some rolls which ho had taken to
another student, flew into a passion on
his refusal and picked up a chair which
he threw at the waiter. The negro
dodged. Atwood then challenged the
negro to fight with him. This was
agreed to, and a ring was formed. At
the end of the first round, Atwood, in
spite of his muscular build, went un-
der, and his friends were forced to give
the battle to the waiter, who is a much-
smaller man. If this thing goes on,
Harvard will soon be at the bottom of
the heap in all that makes a college
great. _
Dr. Sargent, medical director of the
Christian ¥nion Gymnasium, Boston,
astonished a lecture audience by the
assertion that there can be abuse in
bathing. Our cities are full, he said,
of thoughtless persons who pride them-
selves upon being superior creatures
because they indulge in the luxury of a
full bath daily, with a frequent Turkish
or Russian ablution as an extra — a kind
of bath which the doctor thinks should
only be taken under advfce for disease.
He explains that free perspiration and
the wearing of heavy flannels promote
the functions of the skin, so that only
an ijnount of bathing essential to clean-
liness is needed to maintain health.
Warm baths are the substitutes which
luxury has devised to do the work of
exercise and make up for the deficien-
cies of artificial life. Twice a week is
often enough to take them, according
to the lecturer, as their too frequent
use is debilitating. The tonic effect of
a cool sponge bath in the morning
would not willingly be given up by
those who know the debghtful after-
glow and the protection which the
habit affords against colffs; but here
again a discriminating science, backing
up common sense, steps in and says :
"No cold batlis, unless they are agree-
able and you are, in point of health
and vigor, fully up to it.” The in-
telligent person, who learns to “know
his frame” and to observe the effect of
diet, bath and exercise, can usually
order his life better than anybody can
direct it for him.
This aroused everybody. The students
were captured. A small boy was put
in over the transom of the housekeeper’s
room, so that the student there could
not escape. It was 3 o’clock before the
housekeeper and her girls were restored
to their quarters. All the students
connected with the frolic were sus-
pended, but, no complaints being made,
the students were last week taken back.
These boys are making history almost
as fast as their fathers.
Distinguished people better bo care-
ful about giving their autographs to
strangers. The following story is told
of Leon Say, the famous French states-
man and financier. When Plon-Plon
was arrested, M. Say feared that his
nephew, the Comte do Montebello,
would resign his post as Ambassador to
Belgium, and at tonce hastened to
Brussels to dissuade him from such
actidh. During the journey thither he
entered into conversation with a gentle-
man, who soon began extolling the vir-
tues and ability of Leon ftay in most
enthusiastic terms. Flattered by the
compliment, and thinking to impress
the stranger with his greatness, M. Say
revealed his identity. The other, cov-
ered with blushes and confusion, re-
lapsed intp silence for a while, but when
they reached Brussels M. Say invited
him to dine with him. The Vicomte
de Segur, as he called himself, did so,
and, on taking leave of his distin-
guished host, begged the favor of his
autograph in an album already con-
taining many illustrious names. This
M. Say readily granted. Two days
afterward the statesman received a let-
ter from his concierge, asking him if
the 2,000 francs that had been paid to
M. de Segur were on their way, as he
much needed the money. Telegraph-
ing back for an explanation, M. Say
learned that a gentleman had called at
his house in Paris and presented to his
concierge a note written in these
words: “Please hand over to M. do
Segur the sum of 2,000 francs. I will
remit you by next post." It was signed
“Leon Say,” and that statesman
quickly recognized the autograph as the
one he had penned in the stranger’s
album.
President Arthur’s son, Gen. Mc-
Clellan’s son, and several other royster-
ing Princeton College lads recently had
a wine supper at a hotel in that city,
after which they thought it would be
"funny” to stay at the hotel all night,
drive the chambermaids out of their
rooms and occupy them. The frail
doors were kicked inland the girls fled
shrieking down stairs. The house-
keeper, who slept at the end of the hall,
Awakened by the racket, came out,'
walked down the hall in her night-
gown, hunting for the cause of the trou-
ble. Two pf the crowd came up. sup-
porting in their arms a student. Seeing
her room open, they ran in and put
their friend in the old lady’s bed. As
they came out, the door slammed and
fastened with a spring lock. When the
housekeeper returned, she foum) her-
self locked out. ' She raised an outcry
which brought all of the students qut
of the rooms. Young Arthur and Mc-
Clellan came out with guitars and be-
gan to serenade the thinly-attired house-
keeper. She thought the young men
were bringing disgrace upon the oham-
' berm aids, and sounded a fire alarm.
There always, says a Berlin letter,
seems to be a shadow of some sort over
Edwin Booth’s life, and the matter
which is now troubling him is all the
worse because his daughter is the chief
sufferer. She is'betrothed to a young
American, who, three or four months
ago, was almost asphyxiated by inhal-
ing coal gas. As his recovery has been
very slow, Mr. Booth wrote to the
young man's father to send the invalid
to them while they were in England, as
he supposed a change of surroundings
and a sea voyage would hasten his re-
turn to health, and the pleasure which
the lovers would experience in being
together would be a great factor in the
case. The father of the lover consented,
and the young man’s sister accompanied
him. They have been with the Booths
now several weeks, but the invalid’s
health has not improved. His blood
seems to be poisoned, and it has affected
his brain in a peculiar way. He is not
insane, but he cannot remember as for-
merly, and has to be directed and
watched. He has lost all interest in his
profession and in his contemplated mar-
riage. Isn’t that unfortunate? Miss
Booth is plunged in melancholy by the
sad circumstances, and can seldom be
coaxed out of her hotel. The doctors
say the young man may recover inside
of two years, but they think it doubtful.
It is probable that ho and his sister will
return home in a few weeks, or at le^t
they will not travel with the Booths, as
there is nothing to be gained by making
two people wretched. He adores Miss
Booth, but knows that something has
made it temporarily impossible for him
to show his affection and regard. The
hopelessness of the case is its saddest
feature; and, of course, Miss Booth re-
alizes there is nothing she can do to re-
store him.
& Serious View of the Great Humorist’s
Life.
[From tho Atlanta Constitution.]
Bob Burdette is known the country
over as the humorist of the Burlington
Haw key e. He is the most successful
of our funny men. His books have a
constant and increasing solo. His sal-
ary from the Hawkeye gives him a
handsome income, and his little sketch-
es command the best prices from the
magazines. In addition he has $150 to
$250 a night whenever ho wants to take
a lecturing tour of one or two weeks.
His humor is delicate, true and abund-
ant, and he is an honor to the lighter
American letters, because of his liter-
ary achievements.
But better and more honorable than
all this is the story of his hearth-stone.
When he was a young man of 26 he
was engaged to Miss Carrie Garret, of
Peoria, IU. She was a frail and deli-
cate girl, and one evening Burdette
was summoned to her bedside with the
message that she was dying. Little
hope was entertained for her life when
he reached her. It was determined, at
the wish of both he and she, that they
should be married, even if death should
at once claim the bride. The ceremony
took place in fifteen minutes, the little
lady being able to respond only by a
motion of the eyes and a gentle prsesure
of the hand. In spite of the doctor’s
predictions she rallied, and was finally
well enough to move to the quiet and
cozy home her husband had provided
for her.
But she has been an invalid all her
life. More than once her life has been
despaired of. Usually she has been
confined to her room and unable to
walk. One night at a theater in Phila-
delphia the writer saw a pale and earn-
est man making his way to a private
box with a delicate, clinging woman in
his arms. . Her girlish face was full of
a pathos that passes description, but
was wonderfully pretty. And strangely
happy, too— full of content. Every-
body made way for the little lady, and
her great tender eyes seemed to send
thanks to every gentleman who moved
aside in courtesy. It was Bob Bur-
dette and his invalid wife. This is an
index of his life. The temptations of
the world, the dazzle and glitter of the
society that has welcomed him — the
converse with brilliant men, the club,
theater, wealth, fame — all and either of
them failed to win his heart from the
little woman who sat at his fireside and
lived on his love and sympathy.
Nor was there lacking a practical re-
ward of this devotion. Mrs. Burdette
has been the inspiration of her hus-
band’s life— at once his spur and his
counselor. She first discovered the
rich quality and the spontaneity of
Bob’s humor, and the homely flavor
that would carry it to the heart as well
as the intelligence of the public. Imag-
ine the humorist reading the most
laughable stories at tho bedside of his
invalid wife. He tells himself of how
she forced him to write his first lecture
in these words :
“One day, when she was lying help-
less, she said she believed that I could
write a lecture and deliver it success-
fully, and so she sat me down to write
that lecture, and from time to time I
rebelled with tears and groans and
prayers. I told her that I was too little,
that I had no voice, and that I couldn’t
write a lecture anyhow. She kept me
at it, and in due time we had a lecture
on our hands, ‘ The Rise and Fall of
the Mustache.’ This was all right
enough. But now how to get an
audience. I thought I would try it first
at Keokuk. If I delivered it first at
Burlington, even though it were tame,
tamer, tamest, I thought they might
pat me on the back. But Keokuk hated
Burlington, and I knew if it was flat
the Keokuk people would say so. Mrs.
Burdette said, as she was responsible
for that lecture, she was going to hear
it delivered. Sol carried her aboard
the cars. We went to Keokuk, and the
people pronounced it good.”
From that day he has prospered
wherever his homely, insignificant little
figure has been seen.
age was brought out and opened with
great ceremony after a recital of tho
story by the bride’s father. When the
lid was removed there was what ap-
peared to bo a fruit cake as perfect as
the day it was sealed up; but when it
was cut into it was found to bo nothing
but a loaf of coal ashes. The tinners,
who had sealed the box, took the cake
out and substituted wet ashes.
Passenger Elevators.
Vertical travel, by means of passen-
ger elevators, is rapidly increasing
throughout the United States. The
first one went into operation less than
twenty-five years ago, and now between
45.000 and 50,000 are in constant use,
New York alone having 15,000. It is
estimated that for every new mile of
railroad which is constructed, a passen-
ger elevator is built. The travel on
them is enormous. The eight elevators
in the Equitable building, in New York,
carry up and down a daily average of
20.000 people, while several thousand
per diem is not an unusual number for
large storee and hotels in our large
cities. _
The sad-eyed poet sings and sighs
because there are no birds in last year’s
nests. Such a man would howl for the
Kan an a. in the peel of the past
The Law of Legitimacy.
To check increase of population many
of the minor states of Germany have
had laws upon their statute books for-
bidding marriage until the contracting
parties were long past youth. This re-
sulted in the formation of unlawful
unions and the birth of many illegiti-
mate children. The couples lived to-
gether till the legal ago and then were
married, but the children born out of
wedlock were held to be illegitimate
and could not inherit property. The
New York Court of Appeals, recently,
however, decided that a couple born in
Wurtemburg, and who had illegitimate
children there, upon marrying in Penn-
sylvania legitimized their offspring.
One of our inferior courts had held that
as the law in the State of New York de-
clares illegitimate children shall not in-
herit, even though the parents are sub-
sequently married, therefore the elder
cliildren’ of this Wurtemburg couplq
had no claims bn the property of their
parents. As the marriage, however,
took place in Pennsylvania, where mar-
riage legitimizes previous offspring, the
Court of Appeals justly held that there
should be no property distinctions
between the children. — Dmorest's
Monthly. __  _
A Cake Made of Ashes.
Twenty years ago a very fashionable
wedding took place in Milwaukee.
Among the presents was a fine fruit
cake, mclosed in a tin box, which was
to be sealed up and not opened until
the marriage of. the* first born of the
newly-married couple. That event
took place last winter, their daughter of
18 being the bride. The sealed pack-
The Most Prosperous People in Europe.
It is economy, in detail, rather than
in great aggregates, that makes the
wealth not only of families, but of na-
tions. The French know well this fact,
and, in ffpite of the disasters to their
vintage, and (not long before) to their
silk culture, they are now the most
prosperous people in Europe. Every
family seems to have some reserved
resources ; the peasants, almost univer-
sally, are found readv at tho call of the
Government, to subscribe something
for the national bonds, and, tho small
resources of tho millions make the
opulence of the nation.
In tho financial revulsion which fol-
lowed our own war, our people became,
for a time, generally economical, and
the result was the restoration of our
prosperitv. This general economy is a
fixed habit with the French; saving has
become a sort of French luxury, and
the effect is seen in all French finance.
The women have been pronounced
“tho best business men” in Franco.
They carry on an immense amount of,
not only the handicraft, but of the mer-
cantile business of the country. Many
an incapable Frenchman has been saved
from bankruptcy, or recovered from it,
by tho superior capability of his wife.
She is quite generally his best counsel-
lor in his business transactions, his in-
vestments, etc. She is often his chief
book-keeper, and when ho topples over,
helpless and hopeless, she gathers up
the ruins of his business and restores
his fortune. Such cases are universal-
ly notorious. Hence it is that, as both
consequence and cause, Frenchmen,
more than any other men, take their
wives into the confidence of their busi-
ness. Americans may learn a good les-
son from them in this respect. Nothing
tends more to make families economical
•than to confide their resources to the
care of the wife; if she buys for them
on credit, it will be wasteful; if she has
the key of the “strong box” and pays
cash for her purchases she is more
likely to err on the side of economy
than on that of extravagance. All the
interests of tho family are more import-
ant to her and her children than to the
husband. Frenchmen believe in this
fact more than Americans do, for they
have learned it from experience, anc
to it they owe much of their pros
perity, and tho republic owes largely
its salvation to it. — Paris Letter.
A Frontiersman In a Modern Hotel.
Capt. Jim Peake considered N. L.
Jenkins one of his best scouts and
speaks of him in terms of the warmest
praise. When Jenkins joined Peake’s
command ho had been away from civil-
ization for years, and tho Captain, on
one occasion having to pay a visit to the
capital city of the Lone Star State,
took Jenkins along with him. When
they reached Austin, Jenkins, who was
in the dress of a frontiersman and
armed to the teeth, attracted a great
deal of attention, and tho boys followed
him about in crowds. Ho thought this
ovation complimentary to himself and
invited the curious juveniles to the
nearest confectionery, where he spent
all his money treating them to candy,
soda water and ice-cream. When night
came the Captain took Jenkins to the
Raymond House for supper. The din-
ing-room was crowded and the table
was resplendent in its setting of glass
and silver. Jenkins advanced to the
table, drew his bowie-knife, speared a
biscuit and a piece of steak, and, step-
ping back, began to eat as he had been
accustomed to eat in camp, standing up,
with ihe bowie-knife and fingers an-
swering all purposes. A grinning ser-
vant invited him to be seated.
“No, thankee,” was the answer; “I’m
doing tolerable well here.”
He was assigned a room at the hotel
furnished in the most luxurious manner,
with soft carpets, rich furniture and a
downy bed. When the Captain went
in to arouse him next morning Jenkins
was stretched out. on tho floor, wrapped
in his blanket.
“Why didn’t you sleep in themed?”
asked the Captain.
“I did try the dumed thing,” was the
answer, “but I bogged in it clear over
my head.”— Cor. Philadelphia Times.
Thb Legislature met after tho election ad-
journment on Wednesday, the 4th Inst. In the
Senate, petitions were presented from tho char-
itable institutions of Detroit praying for the
passage of a bill establishing a Poor Commission
in Wayne countv, and numerous petitions for and
against the submission of a prohibitory amend-
ment. The following bills passed on third read-
ing: Tho Senate bills to legalize the organ-
ization of fractional school district No.
6 in Forest Homo township. Antrim
connty; rcincorporating the Tillage of
Bsline, Washtenaw county; tho bill requir ng
the Clerk of the Bnprcmo Court to give bonds;
amending section 7,051 of tho law relative to
peremptory challenges of jurors In criminal
cases: appropriating $2,800 for now buildings at
the Pontiac Asylum; appropriating $3,000 for tho
State Pioneer Society, and House joint resolution 4
authorizing the loan of State tents to i he Sol-
diers’ and Bailors’ Association of Southwestern
Michigan. The House placed a large number of
bllla on the order of third reading. Tho
bill to repeal act 140 of the law of 1881, to provide
for tho adoption of a standard form of tire in-
surance policies, was lost. Tho Governor has
approved the following House bills : To protect
the rights of laborers; to amend the aot relating
to tho support and maintenance of poor persons;
to establish a Board of Park Commissioners in
Detroit; to incorporate tho village of Breed villc,
Van Bnren county, and to inoorporato tho Til-
lage of Cass City, in Tuscola county.
Considerable business was transacted in
the Legislature on the 5th Inst. In the Senate,
the bill to appropriate money to build a bridge
over the Grand river on the State road in Rives
township. Jackson county, was reported ad-
versely and tabled. The following bills hero
passed: Senate bills to establish a Board of
Poor Commissioners in Wayne county; to amend
Arkansas Justice.
Mr. Ridfish was charged with steal-
ing $10. “I am very much grieved,”
said Mr. Ridfish, “that I am arrested
on such a vile assumption. I have
lived in Arkansas many years -and this
is the first time that I have ever been
suspected of dishonesty. This is a bit-
ter pill that I am forced to swallow,
Judge, and one that chokes down with
it many an ennobling sentiment that
would arise; carries downward, sir,
many a generous impulse. When once
an effort is made to hurl a man from the
summit of a high estate, he is through
all succeeding time embittered in
thought and made spiteful in action.
Great heavens 1 Accused of stealing
$10!”
JTell ns how much you— ”
‘Only $9.50, Judge, and not $10, as
the indictment reads. I confess that I
stole $9.50, but, sir, when a man arises
in this court room and accuses me o
stealing $10, he simply perverts the
fair face of truth into a fantastic, yes,
horrible shape.”
“Gentlemen,” said the Justice, “there
is nothing in the indictment The gen-
tleman did not steal $10 and I there-
fore discharge him.”— Arkansas Trav-
tier.
act 204 of 1870 relative to forcoloaure of mort-
gagee, and Houeo bills to amend act 49
of 1881 relative to the inspection of illu-
minating oils; to amend the charter
of the city of Grand Rapids; to prohibit the
catching of fish with nets In certain waters of the
State, and to repeal tho act of 1863 relative to
the incorporation of savings associations and to
continue associations existing under said act,
and Senate bill to amend the act of IW to au-
thorize the formation of corporations for Improv-
ing the navigation of rivers. The House passed
House bills as follows: To provide for straight-
ening and opening tho channel of Cedar river
and its brandies and making appropriation of
Bute swamp lands to aid tho work; to amend
the charter of East Saginaw; to prevent fast
driving or riding over bridges owned by coun-
ties; to amend sections 8 and 0. act 104 of 1877,
to provide for organizing, regulating and man-
aging asylums for tho insane; to provldo lor
punishment for assaults on females in certain
cases; to amend sectioi 8 of tho act of ,1879, rel-
ative to the organization and powers of fire and
marine insurance oompanies doln^ business with-
in the State; to provide for the Incorporating of
local district assemblies of the order of Knights
of Labor; to amend the incorporating aot of St.
Joseph, Berrien county; to enlarge tho powers
and duties of Commissioners of Highways; to
amend the establishing tho Detroit House of
Correction so as to prohibit the conflnementof
prisoners therein from other States and Terri-
tories; to amend the act relative to the change
of route on the Little Traverse and Mackinaw
State road.
Both houses passed almost the entire day
of April fl in committee of the whole. The only
bill passing either house was one which passed
the House for incorporating manufacturers’
mutual flre-lnsuranoe oompanies. Tbs big
fight over the Minority Stockholders’ Repre-
sentation bill was resumed in the Hones
committee of the whole In the morning and
lasted nearly all day. The proviso exempt-
ing the Upper Peninsula mining corporations
waa strlokon ont, and the committee agreed to
the bill by a vote of 50 to 80. Some hot chargee
and counter charges wore made on the floor and
in the lobbies. The Senate was in committee of
the whole all day, principally on the proposed
submission of the prohibitory amendment to the
constitution, but failed to come to a tost vote on
the subject.
Considerable buslneas was transacted by
tho Legislature, for a Saturday, on the 7th. In
the Senate, tho Joint resolution proposing a pro-
hibitory amendment to the constitution wae
agreed to in committee of the whole, but sub-
sequently laid on the table. Bills wore passed
to proviao for marking live stock; to provide a
penalty for obtaining money, railrosd tickets, or
transportation under false pretenses: to
amend the charter of the village of Bllsa-
fleld; to amend section 1, chapter 189 of tho
compiled laws, relative to making tho
action of tresra™ la certain cases; to punish for
the wrongful conversion of money or property
by warehousemen, forwarding or commission
merchants; to prohibit law partners of Prosecut-
ing Attorneys from bciug engaged in the defense
of i ersons that are being prosecuted by said at- ,
tornevs; to protect the rights of laborers; to
provide for the payment of fees to Wayne
connty in proceedings in Circuit Court;
to amend section 10, act 243, of the
laws of 1879; concerning removals from
office; to authorize the formation of clubs for
special purposes; to amend section 4,971 of tho
compiled laws, relating to the transfer of
cases from one Circuit Court to another; to pro-
vide for taking the census and statistics of this
State; to amend sections 6,7 and 28, act 79, 6f
the laws of 1873. relative to tho office of Railroad
Commissioner. Tho. House iwixscd the bill to
detach certain territory from Bay connty and to
organize tho same Into a new connty to be known
os Arenac, and the bill fixing the salary of the
Auditor General at $2,000 a year was passed to
the order of third reading.
A New Use for Tombstones.
M. Aurille, an architect, ordered of a
Paris upholsterer named Distrait a
suit of bed-room furniture for 2,D0l)
francs. He was delighted with his
bargain, until one morning his wife,
while dressing, road on the hack of the
toilet table “Regrets cternelfl,” engraved
in the marble. The effect produced on
her mind by this discovery led to
urther investigation of the furniture.
The marble top of a chest of drawers
waa lifted, and on the underside M.
and Mme. Aurille read : “Bon pero,
bon eponx.” All speculation waa then
at an end; M. Distrait had gone to the
cemetery for his marble alaba. M.
Aurille declared that he would have no
such sepulchral memorials in the house,
and asked the tradesman to take back
the furniture. The latter having de-
clined, the architect refused to pay the
hill. The Civil Tribunal of tho Seine
held that the marble was not less marble
because it had once been put to funeral
use, and ordered M. Aurille to pay.
Pansies in a Skull.
Tho proprietor of a floral establish-
ment was found in the hack part of the
store busily employed planting some
pansies in a hollow skull, the roof of
which had been sawed off about two
inches from the top. “Neat idea, ain't
it?” he remarked, casting an admiring
glance at the ghastlv flower pot.
“It’s for a voung fellow who is going
to graduate from tho Jefferson College.
Do I often get such orders? Not very
often; onoe in a while I get one as a
joke, the chap who orders it; of course,
supplying the skull. One day just be-
fore the commencement last year, three
young New Yorkers sent for me to come
to their room at a boarding house near
Tenth and Walnut streets, and got me
to decorate a whole skeleton with rose-
buds and amilax. I believe they set it
up in a big arm-chair and put it at the
head of the table at a graduating sup-
[per^
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The Common Council met pursuant to
adjournment and was called to order by
the Mayor.
Members present— Mayor Beach, Alder-
dermen Ter Vree, Harrington, Williams,
Winter, Kramer, Suite and the Clerk.
Regular order of business suspended.
The committee on Claims and Ac-
counts, to whom was referred the bill of
J. deBoer for draying, reported that up-
on investigation the item of Van Weerden
was not a just charge against the city and
recommend payment of bill at $1.00—
Adopted.
The Clerk reported having Issued an
order in iavor of the Peninsular Oas light
Co. for 6 barrels of gasoline, amount $28.-
69; also an order in favor of W. W.
Noble, for lighting street lamps, amount
$12.00, according to resolutions of the
Common Council.— Approved.
Justice Isaac Fairbank reported for the
months, of January, February and March,
1888.— Filed.
On motion of Alderman Harrington,
Ruolwd, That the report of the Com-
mittee on Street and Bridges, dated March
7, 1888, on improving, grading, and
graveling Ninth street, be referred back,
to comply with the prayers of the peti-
tioners, and report forthwith.— Adopted.
The Committee on Streets and Bridges
reported the following, to- wit:
To tAi Motor dad Common Council cfUudtyqf
Holland.
GiKTUwra:— Yonr Committee on Street! and
Bridges, to whom was referred the matter of error
in the report of joor committee on the petition of
B. J. Harrington and others, praying for the Im-
provement of that part of Ninth street, laying be-
tween the center of fish and Pine street, in the
dty of Holland, in providing in aald report, and
the resolutions, your committee recommended
adopted that the cost and expense of grading that
part of said part of said Ninth street, laying be-
tween the center of Fish and Cedar streets be as-
sessed against the city of Holland, and paid oat of
the general fond thereof, as prayM in said petition,
respectfully report that they have had the same
under consideration, and recommend that all that
part of said report, and resolutions of said com-
mittee on Streets and Bridge*, made to the Com-
mon Council on the 7th day of March last, and
adopted by said Common Council on said 7th day
of March, 1881, on the prayer of the petition of
X, J. Harrington and others, for the Improvement
of said part of said Ninth street, after the fourth
clause of said resolutions, following the words:
“The road bed to be twenty feet vnde, and the
gravel to be taken from the gravel pit of Boone A
De Vries, or of a kind equal In quality of the afore-
said nit. be reconsidered and recinded, and yourp t,*' 
committee would recommend the adoption of the______ _____ ___ ten :
following to take the place of so much of said
i and resolution reconsidered and recindedreport .
Jbsotocf. That the expense of the grading of
that part of said part of said Ninth street, lying
between the center of Fish, and the west line of
Cedar streets, and the intersections of Market,
Biver, and Pine streets, be defrayed by a special
assessment against the City of Holland, and paid
out of the genera] fund thereof, and that the ex-
Thk seventh season of W. H. Brear-
ley’s popular pleasure tours “from Detroit
to the sea,” via Niagara Falls, the thou-
sand islands, rapids of the St. Lawrence
river, Montreal, Quebec and White moun-
tains to Portland, Maine (near Boston,
Mass.), will consist Of ttewa excursions,
leaving Detroit respectively dn June 27,
July 11 and 26th. The price for the round
trip of over 2,000 miles will be $22, and
the tickets will be good for 00 days from
time of starting. Each of the tours will
be personally conducted by W. H. Brear*
ley, and will travel by special trains of
Pullman palace cars, and by special
steamers upon the St. Lawrence river.
Separate from these pleasure tours, and
extra in expense, voyages from Quebec to
Liverpool have been arranged to connect
with each excursion. Tickets good for
five months will be sold via the Dominion
line of steamers for $150 for the round
trip from Detroit to Liverpool via Quebec.*
The accommodations for the European
tours will be first-class in every respect.
The steamers are new, having been built
exclusively for passenger traffic and ex-
pressly for this seasoo's pleasure travel.
Full particulars of either the White Moun-
tala excursions or the ocean voyages may
be obtained by sending one three-cent
stamp for circular, or ten three-cent
stamps for Illustrated guide book, toW.
H. Brearley, office Detroit Evening Newt,
Detroit Michigan.
American wheat growers would scarce-
ly expect rivalry from the farmers of Hin-
dostan, but the latter now present a new
factor in the food problem of the world
which may operate to keep down the price
of American wheat. For some time the
India railroad companies have been blind
to the wisdom of reducing the cost of
transportation to the lowest paying rate to
attract business, but now such concessions
have been made as to open to Uindostan
the English market by way of the Suez
Canal. The new supply may interfere
with prices so far as they are controlled by
English demand, but the outlook is by no
means cheerless for the farmer, in view of
the enormous increase at home, and the
growing demand for Indian corn caused
by the high prices in the meat markets.
NOTICE.
Sealed proposals will be received bv the
Common Council of the City of Holland,
until 6 o’clock, p. m., April 25th, 1888.
B. WYNHOFF
making a roadway through theFor 
marsh on the line of Sixth street, between
Fish and Market streets, and the filling up
of Cedar street to connect with said road-
way. Plans and Specifications to be seen
at the City Clerk’s Office.
Proposals must be addressed to the
Common Connell of the City of Holland,
indorsed ’’Proposals for opening Sixth and
Cedar streets, and be accompanied with
EIGHTH STREET.
We have added a complete stock of
DRY GOODS,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Sr I Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns
dollars.
The Common Council reserves the right
to rejdct any and all bids.2-w Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Etc., Etc.,7which we offer for tale st very
prices. Our motto is: “Quick Bales ̂ aud 8i
Profits.
jrices. " ick ;;anc




Our stock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.
How is tlio chancel^ 0 U(B am feeq,
for Farmers.
is also kept constantly on band.
The highest prices is paid for butter and eggs
and other Country Produqe.
Our popular wagon manufacturer Call and see our New Goods.
J. Flietnan
Goods delivered free of charge.
Mr. H. Werkman still remains in the
store as heretofore.
B. WYNHOFF
Holland. Oct. 20. 1882. 7-ly.
Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap as
anybody sell them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a
Better wagon in everyway,
and will not be undersold by anyona.
SCROFULA
Gall and Examine.
Also keeps on hand a line of
AND
Open and Top Buggies,
•And a nice assortment of Buggies for Fanners
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
ALSO AGENT FOR
assessment upon ths lots and lands, lying and
abutting on said part of said street, end that the
lots and lands upon which said special assessment
for the expense of grading shall be made, ahaii in-
clude lota one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
and eight, of block forty-one; lots. nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, and
sixteen, of block thirty-eix; lots one, two, three,
four, and five, of block forty; lots six, fceven, eight,
nine, and ten, of block thirty-seven; lots one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine,
of block thirty-nine; lots ten, eleven, twelve, thir-
teen, fonrteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, and
eighteen, of block thlrty-eigbt; and
That the expense of graveling that part of said
Ninth street, lying between the center of said
Fish and Pine streets, as aforesaid, shall be de-
frajed by a special assessment upon the lots and
lands Ijfng and abnttlng^thereon^except the 1^
•Pine streets, which shall be assessed to the city of
Holland, and paid out of the general fund thereof:
that the lota and lands on which said special
assessment to pay the expense of said graveling,
•hail be, lota l7l, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, of block 48;
lots 9, 10, 11, If, 18, 14, 15. and 18, of block 85; lots
1. 8, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, of block 41; lots 9, 10, 11. 18,
18, 14, 15. and 16, of block 86; lota 1. 2, 8. 4, and 5,
of block 40; lota 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. of block 87; lots
1, 8. 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. of block 89, lots 10, 11, 12,
18,14, U, 16, 17, and 18, of block 88.
That the taking up and relaying of cross walks,
If the earns should become necessary shall be
done by the Street Commissioner under instruc-
tions of the Common Council; sod that the Mid
inning b
streets, la,Uie dty of Holland, shall be designated
and are hereby declared to be and to constitute a
Special Street District for the purposes of special
assessment to defray the expense of grading,
graveling, and otherwise Improving ealapart of
estd Ninth street, se aforesaid, the said Special
Street District, to ‘ ‘
Special Assessment District.
c
Streetbe known as Ninth
trict.
Committee further recommend that the
CHy Surveyor be and la hereby instrncted to fur-
ni»h and make or cause to be made, a profile of
the grade to ho established for the said improve-
ment of said part of said Ninth street, with an es-
timate of the number of yard* to be removed, and
of the gravel required w far as the same ta prac-
ticable together with an estimate of the expenses
thereof, and submit the same to the Common
ConndL with the least possible delay, is accord-
ance with the provisions of the charter of the
dty.
Religions Services for To-morrow,
First Reformed Church, (Chapel)—
Rev. N. M. Steffens, Pastor. Services at
9:30a. m., and 2 p. m. Subjects, morning,
” Coming to Christ by the drawing of the
father.” Afternoon, “Why seek the Lord
to-day?” Sunday School at 8:30 p. m.
n the evening at 7:30 a missionary ser-
mon will be delivered by Rev. D. Broek.
Subject: “The Great Commission.” Union
irayer meeting with the Third Reformed
Jhurch, on Thursday, at 7 :80 p. m.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
0:30 a.m., and 7:8i) p.m. Preaching by
lev. Phillip Phelps, D. D. Subjects:
Morning, “The Christian’s sum in addi-
tion.” Evening, “The joy of the Angels
over a sinner’s repentance.” All are wel-
come.”
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80, a. m.,
and 2 p. m. Snoday School at 8:45.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7-DO
). m. Subjects: Morning, “The Gospel
effectual through unbelief.” Afternoon,
“Preaching by Rev. C. De Smit, of Kala-
mazoo.
First Reformed Church, (Chnrch Edifice)
Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— Services at 9:80
a. m., and 2 p. m. Subject: "Believe and
live.” Afternoon, “The violence of the
world against the perseverance of the
Church.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— jSer-
vices at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Chnrch— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor, Services st 10:80 a. dl,
and 7.80 p.m. Sunday school st 12 m.
Subjects: Morning, “The Spiritual age.
Evening, “The two ways.”
BATH PUTFORM SPRING WAGON
WORKS.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 14, 1883. 20-ly
All of which Is respectfully submitted,
JOHN KRAMEFR.
J. A. TIB VREE,
J. BEUKEMA, 
Com. on 8tr$$U Roadt and Bridgu.
The report as amended was adopted by
the following vote: Fans.'— Ter Vree,
Harrington, Williams, Winter, Kramer
and Kolte.
2Voy»:— None. Yeas $— Nays 0.
Ills City Surveyor reported plan, pro-
file, and estimates of grading and gravel-
ing Ninth street; also plan, profile sod
estimates for opening Sixth and Cedar
streets, made by R. J. Foster, County Bnr
veyor.
The report In regard to Ninth street laid
upon the
Aid. Williams requested leave to ntire.
—granted.
That part of the report relating to Sixth
street was adopted.
On motion of Aid. Harrington,
Retched, That the City Clerk is hereby
instructed to advertise for bids, once lit
the Grondwet and twice in the Holland
Crrr News, for making a roadway
through Sixth street connecting the East
and West ends thereof, and fining Cedar
street sooth to said roadway.— Adopted.
On motion of Aid. Kramer,
Bmtmi, That the City Attorney be and
is hereby instrncted to see to making out
the deeds of the land purchased from Mr.
T. Kepple by the City of Holland, and nl
so of that donated by Hope College to the
City of Holland, and to the recording of
the same.— Adopted.
Minutes of the meeting approved i
read. Council adjourned.
GEO. H. BIPP, City CUrk.
Mortgage Sale.
T'tEFAULT hiving been nude in the conditionU of payment or a mortgage from Lammert
Terbeek and Anna Terbeek his wife, to John C.
Post, dated September Twehty-alxth, 1881. and
recorded on September Twenty-eighth, 1881, in
Liber Y of mortgages, on page 605, in the Regis-
ter’s offlee of OUawa County, (and which mort-
and on November Fourth,
and all scrofulous diseases, Sores, Erysipe-
las, Eczema, Blotches, Ringworm, Tu-
mors, Carbuncles, Bolls, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of an
impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the blood must be
purified, and restored to a healthy and na-
tural condition. Aykr’s Samapabilla has
for over forty years been recognised by emi-
nent medical authorities as the most pow-
erful blood purifier in existence. It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
and strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurial treatment, and proves Itself a
complete master of all scrofulous diseases.
A Recent Core of Scroftalous Sores.
41 Some months ago 1 was troubled with
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed, and
the sores discharged large quantities of
offensive matter. Every remedy I tried
failed, until 1 used Avura SAaaapannja,
of which I have now taken three bottles,




Yours respectfully, Mbs. Ann O’Bbiajt.”
llivan 8t, Ne . ...... .
i in me ams mas me n ieo,
i  my general health greatly improved,
feel very grateful for the good your
ed e  done me.
148 Sul ivan S ., w York, June 84, 1888.
gage was afterwards
A. D. 1881, duly assirned by aaid John O. Post.
ty. in
page 41, on March
rhereaa, Three Han-
oi the Register of Deeds,
Liber 26 oi mortgages, on
Seventh, A. D. 1883); And, wL --- , ------- - „VU1VM.D. * ______ __ ___ ___ m
dred and Sixteen Dollars and Tweuiy-five cents. the past three months, of Aybb’s Sabsapa-
are now claimed to be due on said mortgage, and | rilla. which has effected a complete cure.
1 consider it a magnificent remedy for all
Out and Around,
A ’’block” of $160,000 worth of stock
in Michigan Barge Company was sold last
week to T. W. Kirby and others of Grand
Haven.
N. W. Thomas haa fold hit farm in the
town of Sherman, consisting oi sixty
acres, to a Holland City farmer; considera-
tion $1,860.— Fremont Indicator.
Three of the Goodrich line iteamen—
the City of Milwaukee, the Michigan, and
the Wisconsin— have been sold to the
Grand Truqk Railway company.
THBateamer Alice Purdy, of Sangatnck
has commenced her regular trips to Rich-
mood, and will connect with the trains on
the Chicago and West Michigan railroaf
at that point
H. P. Wyman & Co., of Grand Haven
have sold to Bleckman A Co. $146,00
worth of shingles, $18,000 worth of which
are already cat; this is one of the largest
shingle transactions on record.
Special fjstictf .
A fine assortment of Summer Dolmans,
Oloaka, Trimmings and Bottom in endless
variety, can be purchased at the store o
D. BERT8CH. Ladies who intend boy-
log a dress will do well to wait for my
stock if 40 pieces of Jamestown Dress
Goods, In all shades and colors, which
will have ins few days. Don’t fail to
i come in and examine my stock next week
1 ($ D. BERT8CH.
BT All persons interested are invited
to cell on Mrs. O'Brien; also upon the
Rev. Z. P. Wilds of 78 Beet 54th Street,
New York City, who will take pleasure
In testifying to the wonderful eilfleey off
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, not only in the cure
of this lady, bnt In his own ease and
y assignment In writing, to Jan Trimpe, and
rhich assignment was duly recorded in the offlee
f  of Ottawa Coun ,
many others within his knowledge.
The well-known writer on the Boston Herald,
B. W. Ball, of BochetUr, HM., writes, June
7, 1882:
“Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema, and having failed to find relief




DRY GOODS B TORE
C. STEKETEE & BOS,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Parent,
1 kinds of Farmsbut also all 
Etc., Etc.
ters Produce , Provisions,
Alsoa very large sndasaorted stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we? ntend to keep as complete as poasi
............ eat made fabrhie embracing all the I test and b s ics
Crockery, Stone & Glassware-
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.






As we have just started in business In
in this city, we have on hand
NEW FRESH GOODS
of the best quality, and we will sell
at current market prices.
them
BUTTER and EGGS.
We will pay market prices for Batter and
Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
Seeds, etc., etc.
OAMi ON T7SI
In the Store, on River Streets, lately oc-
cupied by J. Duursema, and we assure
you of good bargains.
PETER STEKETEE A CO.
Bouaxd, Mich., March 22, 1888, 7-ly.
DON’T FORGET
that you can find the beat assortment of
GILT, and cheaper grades of
WALL PAPER,
ho proceedings at law or In equity having been in-
stituted to recover any part of said sum due;
Therefore, notice is hereby given that said mort-
gage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue
of the mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as
Is necessary to pay the sum due on aaid mortgage,
with Interest and costs, on the
Second day of July, A. D. 1883,
ue o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at i
front door of the Ottawa County Court House, at
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises described
in said mortgage and to be sold being the West
Half of lot Fifteen (15) iu block Twenty-six (28),
City of Holland, Micblgau; And also, all those
parts of lots One and Two and the East one-half I
blood diseases.’
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
of lot Three (8) in block Twenty-six (26) City of I
“ rod, Michigan, which lie South of the right
way of the “ Grand Haven Railroad ’’ branch of |
the Chicago and West Michigan Railroad Com-
>any’s line, said railroad having formerly been
mown as the Michigan Lake Shore Railroad.
J. C. POST,
As executor of the estate of Jan Trimpe, deceased.
Dated March 26, 1888.
Subscribe for the
stimulates and regulates the action of the
digestive and assimilative organa, renews
and strengthens the vital foroes, and speedily
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumw-
tie Gout, Catarrh, General Debility, and
all diseases arising from an Impoverished or
corrupted condition of the blood, and a veak-
ened vitality.
It to incomparably the cheapest blood medi-
cine, on account of its concentrated strength,
and great power over disease.
PBXPABBD BY
Dp. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggtoto^rloe |1, six bottks
Holland City News ||{[§p
ENGLISH PAPER
PRINTED IN THE
t. life is sweeping by, go and
dare before yon die, something
mighty and sublime leave be-
hind to conquer time." 60 a-
week In your own town. $5out-
fit free. No rtok. Everything
new. Capita] not required. We will furnish you
everything. Many are making fortunes. Ladies
make aa much as men, and boys and girls make
great pay. Reader, if you want business at which
“Holland Colony”
yon can make {geat^pay ail the time, write Jfor
jartlctGara to . H LETT A CO.. *»«*“**
FOR A FIRST-CLASS
with BORDERS to match and CENTERS
for CEALING, at bottom prices, at














Will be at the Store and will hold himself la
readiness to attend to calls at all boon of the day
or night.





G. J. VAN DUREN. Wx. VAN DIRVIIBB.




or any first-class Sewing Machine, call and
i MEYER, BROUWER & CO.
We defjr competition. 7-8m.
MR. A HUIZINGA, Prescription Clerk con-
tinues In our employ.
SCHEPER8 A S0H1PH0R8T.
Hollahd, Mich., March 88, 1888. 80-1 y
COME MD SEE
our large stock of
C -A. R, IF B T S
and alt kinds of
We sell very cheap and warrant the
goods to btfint-dau.
7-Bm. MEYER, BROUWER & GO.
HavlBg lately reopened ths "City Meat Market*
in the First Ward, we kindly Invite the dtiaens
of this dty to gto a* * "mil”
We Intend to keep oar marketsoppHed with the
best and choicest meats that can be procured.
We make
and can assure our patrons that the Lard pur-
chased of us, to perfectly pore and of fine quality.
 G. J. VAN DUREN A CO.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1888. 8*
City Meat Market. iiB82. fall and winter, less.
G. J. VAN DUREN t GO., Prop's,
MILLINERY AND
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods.
• Gloves, Collars, Laces,
Ruches, Corsets, Bustles Hoop Skirts,- Hair Goods, Knit
Goods, Zephyr, Cardboud,KnitiDg Silk, For Trimming,
Beaver, Ulster Cloth, black and colored, Jackets,
Dolmans, Fur lined Circulars.
A full assortment of the latest Hats, Bonnets, and Turbans, Birds
Feathers, and Plumes,DreM Sllk.Satin.Plush Velvet, Crape, etc.
L.& S. VAN DEN BERGE,
~ - SOXAA STD. MXOHEIGKECTXX STREET.
... _ . .....
JOTTINGS.
Gwen making ia now in order.
DON1? forget the Concert next Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings.
Spring like weather the past week with
a thunder ahower on Tuesday night.
Ten sky was brightly illuminated by
the lire at Ventura last Saturday night.
Clean up your back yards before the
City Marshal reminds you of their condi-
tion. s
Mr. M. D. Howard, who has been
seriously ill for some time past, is con-
valescing and able to be up and around.
Peter Stkotke & Co., have just re-
ceived a very nice assortment of Summer
shawls which they sell very cheap. ' "
Marshal Vaupell arrested two* Talkers”
who were selling soap and money pack-
ages contrary to the ordinance of the city
yesterday noon.
Thb Schr. David A. Wells was hauled
out last week at Anderson's ship yard for
repairs; She will undoubtedly be
launched on Monday next
Thb Common Council advertise in this
issue for bids on the job of opening Sixth
street, and making a roadway through the
marsh, on the line of said street between
Market and Cedar street.
Messrs. Paubls, Van Puttbn & Co.,
proprietors of the “Plugger Mills,” will
please accept our thanks for a sack of their
“Best” flour. The flour made by this
firm is of first-class quality and we hope
they will be successful in selling it
Mrs. L. E. Bailey, of Battle Creek,
Sec’y of the Calhoun County Central Com-
mittee, will speak on Temperance Mon-
day, 16th inst, at 7% o'clock, P. M., in
the Methodist Episcopal Church. Ad-
mission free. A collection will be taken
up at the close.
We have been requested to correct an
error in our last issue. We stated that
Mr. N. W. Bacon had married Miss Hall,
of Blendon. It should have been Miss
Ella Laura Meade. The "hard scrabble"
band of "Howard’s addition” gave them a
serenade last Monday night.
Last Wednesday night as a special
freight train was crossing the bridge over
Black river, the coupling between the
second and third cars from the end of the
train broke, and caused a "smash up,”
throwing the lumber with which they
were loaded into the river, and generally
demolishing the cars.
During the "blow” on last Monday
morning, the Stmr. S. B. Barker, broke
.loose from her mooring at the old Central
Wharf, and drifted aground in the marsh
nearly opposite Metz’s tannery. The pro
prietors immediately set to work, and by
six o’clock p. m.,the Barker was again at
the dock, ready for another "runaway.”
Died:— In this city, last Saturday morn-
ing, Miss Julia Bender, aged 21 years 8
months and 26 days. Miss Bender was a
most amiable young lady, and therefore
loved and esteemed by a large circle of
friends. She had been engaged to be
married about two years to a noble young
man, Mr. Coffin, of Charlotte, who was
one of the mourners and who bore all the
funeral expenses. Her funeral was from
the Methodist E. Church, at 2 o'clock P.
M., last Sunday. Rev. T. T. George
preached the sermon to a very large and
deeply impressed audience.
We take pleasure in informing our read-
ers that Mr. E. J. Harrington has just re-
ceived a large invoice of bpring and Sum
mer Clothing, Gentg’ Furnishing Goods,
and Boots and Shoes. ' Mr. Harrington’s
stock of Clothing consists of Men and
Boy’s suits, cut and made up in the latest
styles, and he will dispose of the same at
the lowest possible figures. Don’t fall to
call at his store, and see the goods, and ex-
amine his prices, before purchasing else-
where.
L/at Saturday night at about 10 o’clock,
an alarm of fire was sounded and our citi-
zens and the fire department responded
with unusual alacrity. It was some time
before the exact location of the fire was
known, which caused a good deal of con-
fusion among the firemen. The mill prop-
erty on Elver street recently occupied by
J. Van Putten & Co., butter tub manufac-
turers, was found to be on fire under the
"slide’* and near the building. Tim fire
was promptly extinguished betae any
great damage was done. Upo/esamin-
ipg the premises an empty kerosene can
was found together with some rubbish
which had evidently been gathered to-
gether for the purpose setting fire to the
mill. The perpetrator or perpetrators of
a crime of this kind ought to be sought
for until found and prosecuted, and in
case of conviction, ought to be ' punished
te the toll extent of the law. The owner
of this property is Mr. B. J. Harrington,
who will give a liberal reward to anyone
giving him information that will lead to
the detection of the incendiary.
Wheat, 05, W, and $1.02.
Miss Ella Hunt, of this city, is visit-
ing friends in Allegsn.
Maoatawa Bay is entirely free from
ice and our sailors are ready for business.
We are not responsible for any errors
that may appear in this paper hereafter.—
We have a devil. *
Mb. Ed. J. Harrington has commenced^
building a livery bam on the corner of
Seventh and Market streets. V
Yesterday morning some rascals stole
the fish nets belonging to A.VanVuren,
depriving him of his means of living.
Mr. Jos. P. Edwards, of Johnsvllle,
lost three children by scarlet fever within
the last six weeks, the last child dying on
Sundey the 8 inst.
Married:— In this city on Monday,
April 9, 1888, by Rev. Thomas Walker
Jones, Cornelius Wiersemato Mary E.
Warner, both of 8t. Joseph, Mich.
In this, the most treacherous season of
the year, a question of life or death often
hangs upon a change of flannels. It is a
good, old-fashioned rule to stick to those
heat-producing garments until they stick
to you.
A Cheese Factory is to be built in
Zeeland this summer. The material is on
the ground and work will be comtaetfced
immediately. Messrs. F. J. LamW 8.
Brouwers, and J. N. Louckes are th/Suen
interested in the enterprise. wish
them success.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones left our
city yesterday to attend the spring meet-
ing of the Classis of Michigan, now in
session at Constantine, Mich. As Presi-
dent of Classis he is expected to preach
to-morrow in the Reformed Church of
that village. He will return about the
middle of next week.
Our readers will please read the special
notice of Mr. D. Bertsch in this issue.
Mr. Bertsch has a large stock of Summer
Dolmans, Cloaks, Trimmings, and Buttons
in endless variety. He also expects to re-
ceive a large invoice of Jamestown Dress
Goods next week. Don’t fail to call on
him and examine his stock.
The Board of County Canvassers of this
county met in Grand Haven last Tuesday
afternoon and reported the following votes
cast for State officers: For justices: Blair,
2,060; Champlin,2,461; Tatem,66; O’Brien,
2,219; Sherwood, 2,194; Stigendorph, 169.
For regents: Hutchins, 2,199; Jones, 2,205,
Clark, 2,104; Willet, 2,906; Ewing, 178;
Hickey, 178.
The following gentlemen compose our
Board of Supervisors for the ensuing
year: Allendale, George Latliam; Blendon,
Wilber C. Scott; Chester, Geo. F. Porter;
Crockery, Joel A. Bond: Georgetown,
George Weatherwax; Grand Haven City,
Healy C. Akeley, Mayor, Chas. J. Pfafi,
Chas. Dickinson; Grand Haven town,
John Mastenbroek; Holland City, Wm.
H. Beach, Mayor, K. Schaddelee; Holland
town, W. Diekema; Jamestown, Gardiner
Avery; Olive, Pieter Van Tongeren; Polk-
ton, Edwin Thayer; Robinson, Charles
Clark; Spring Lake, Enno J. Prulm; Tall-
madge, Rollin H. Pelton; Wright, William
F. Kelly; Zeeland, C. Van Loo.
On looking over our new advertisements
our readers will notice one of Mr. Jacob
Flieman, our wide-awake wagon manu-
facturer, who makes a first-class wagon
which it far superior to anything made in
this section of the State; and in price, will
not be undersold by anyone. Mr. File-
.man also keeps a full line of buggies, and
platform spring wagons, which he will
sell at bottom figures. Our farmers will
do a wise thing in calling on him before
purchasing elsewhere, as his prices "as-
tonish the natives.” it is the intention of
Mr. Flieman to build, sometime in the
near future, a large store-house and show-
room, which will greatly add to his pres-
ent facilities for doing business.
Next week we are to have an entertain-
ment in Lyceum Hall on a new plan. The
"Howard Clifton Church Choir Concert
Co.,” an organization from the East which
is making a tour of this State, is booked
for a musical entertainment on Wednes.
day evening, and they, In order to allow
the people to first judge of their merits,
invite them to attend a free concert, at the
Hall on Tuesday eveqing. Admission to
this free entertainment will be by tickets
only, which can be obtained by calling on
Mr. Reynolds at Breyman’s Jewelry store,
commencing Monday morning. Tickets
will admit parents and their children.
Positively no boys admitted to the free
entertainment unless in charge of their,
parents or friends. All lovers of music
and musical critics especially Invited, as
the entertainment will be first-lass. New
music and musical sketches will be intro-
duced. Part of the Hall will be reserved
for ladies and their friends. We predict
for this company a fall house the flnt
night, and if their merits are what the
press throughout the State recommends,
they will fill the ball the second night.
W. H. Pares, Esq., of Cadillac, was in
the city last Thursday.
YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN CALL AT
The Board of Supervisors of this Coun-
ty stands 14 Republicans and 6 Union.
Profanity and ping tobacco are the\




A runaway caused considerable excite-
ment on River street lest Thursday after-
noon at about fix o’clock. BOOTS & SHOES
Miss Angie Albek, of Grand Haven,
who has been visiting Mrs. Q. 8. Doesburg,
returned to her home list Thursday.
In the absence of the pastor Rev. Phil-
lip Phelps, D. D., of this city, will oochpy
the pulpit of Hope Reformed Church next
Sunday, morning and evening.
^ List of letters remaining in the Post
Office at Holiahd, Mich., April 12th, 1888.
David Bohn, Prof. J. Estabrook, Annie
Kooi, Isa Tenbalf. ^
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Married:— In St. Helena, Cal., April
5, Mr. George M. Lander, to Miss Alice
H. Warren, both of that place. The many
friends and acquaintances of Mr. Lander in
this city, join us in wishing him abundant
success and happiness.
Rev. J. I. Fles, pastor of the Holland
Presbyterian church here who was at
Zeeland, Michigan last week, returned to
Pella last Friday noon. Ho has decided
to leave Pella in about three weeks, hav-
ing accepted a call of a church in Zeeland,
Michigan .—Pella Blafo.
Captain Db Young and the life saving
crew began work last Monday morning.
The crew consist of the following men :
Cornelius Anderson, Pat Shine, Paul Van
Den Berg, Israel Alcott, Arie Koning,
Joseph Line, Joseph Aanie, Ephraim
Ridges. A pretty good crew, but we hope
they will have nothing to do.— Grand
Hawn Herald.
Yea will always find a well selected Mock ef
Ladles end Gentlemen!
Fine Shoes, Boots, and
Slippers.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
CALL AND SEE US
NO.' 46, EIGHTH STREET.
I. BEHOLD.
Holland, Mich., April 6, 1868.
Parlor Stoves
Wc have a fall line of
Pailor Wood
and Coal Stores,
Which we oflhr at teaeenable prices end terma ef
payment.-
Oar line comprises ell the nambere of thelSSS
pattern
CROWN JEWEL
The annual meeting of the Fire Depart-
ment will be held in tne rooms of Eagle
Engine Co., No. 1, on Friday evening,
April 20. The ob)ect of the meeting is
to elect & candidate to be presented to the
Common Council for appointment as
Chief Engineer of the Department. It is
hoped that the various fire companies of
the city will be fully represented at this
meeting. R. E. Wbrkman, Chief.
The traveling correspondent of the
Grand Rapids Democrat pays the follow-
ing tribute to our prosperous city : "While
in this place I learned nothing of particu-
lar public importance. Business among
the traders is fair for this season of the
year and the signs of the limes are favor-
able for a prosperous season. Consider-
able building work is going on and much
more in the same line is in "embio” for
the warm months. Macatawa Bay is yet
covered with ice and many vessels and
steam crafts lest motionless in their icy
embrace. Holland City is one of the eoftd
Uwm and the Democrat has in it hosts of
friends and patrons." _
Volume 15 of the "Brittannica,” the
prince of Encyclopaedias, is just published.
It contains Maps of Louisiana, Maine,
Maryland, and Massachusetts, with letter
press articles to date. The steel plate and
wood engravings of this volume are ex-
ceptionally fine. This brings this great
undertaking down to M. E. M. Six
volumes remain to be published. The
present edition, the 9(h, is edited by Prof.
T. 8. Baynes of St. Andrews University,
and published by A. and C. Black, Edin-
burgh, and in this country by Cbas.
Scribner’s Sons. It brings down the
various departments of science, literature,
art, etc., to the present time, and is at
once exhaustive and accurate. We will
at some future time notice it more at
length. * ‘
Ventura Items,
Our farmers are commencing their
Spring work.
The majority of our "men folks” spent
the week in Grand Haven, attending court,
and contributing their mite to help the
lawyer on hla way.
Our schools opeaed again Monday
morning, one being taught by Mrs. G. W.
Rogers, the other by Miss Allice Souter.
Last Saturday evening at about nine
o’clock, the saw mill located at this place,
and owned by J. P. De Coutres, burned to
the ground. It ia supposed to have been
the work of an incendiary. The lost is
about |2, 000; no insnrance. Zbkb.
Hamilton Items,
Our Fishermen caught two hundred
lackers last Tuesday night
Hamilton Lodge No. 815, L O. 0. F.
will celebrate the 68rd anniversary of Odd
Fellowship in America on Thursday,
April 26.
H. J. Fisher, our enterprising general
merchant, ia about to build a new store
20x00 feet This is done to accommodate
his rapidly increaaing trade.
Wore on the brick yard of Oostlng &
Co., will be commenced next week. This
is an enterprise that greatly encourages
oar citizens as it Js expected that it will
forniih employment for a number of men.
A.JST3D
V -EJ -u -M-a f
of the Detroit Stove Works,
Warranted to excell anything else In the market
for economy and beauty; regulates eaaler,bnrna Its
fuel cleaner and distributes the heat more evenly
than any other stove.
Besides the above we have
“The New Ideal”
which is an entirely new design in Parlor Co»|
Stoves, matching the latest styles in fnrnltnre.
We also have several cheeper Grades.
In Parlor Wood Stovea we have s large variety
of every kind, representing several aeries of tbs
Detroit and other prominent works. In this line
we hold several second-hand stoves which can be
had very cheap. In
Cooking Stoves
We alse take tha lead and represent old and reli-
able Companies that warrant their work. No sel-
ecting from a paper to fill an order at an indefi-
nite time in the fntore, bat the goods to select
from-from the cheapest cooking stove to sn as-
sortment of ranges never before represented in this
town. We respectfully invite purchasers to com-
pare merits end prices of onr goods with any other
In the city.
R. KANTKR8 & SONS.
Nails! Nails!
We still have a
Full Assortment
ofNatla on hand and Intend to keep np onr stock
of all sises at all times.
R. KANTERS & 80N8.“
Holland, Mich.
FENCE WIRE,
Barbed end plain ef five different Unde, ten per
cent below Grand Beplda prices at
R. KANTERS & SONS.
Exclusive Balt here for the Brinkerhcf
Patent Wire.
We are receiving and placing upon sale
_________ large invoice of -new -----------
Spring Goods.





that haa ever been shown in our store.
Our stock of
GROCERIES
has been greatly replenished and is com-
plete in every detail.
Everyone should see our Goods,
smdleamour prices, before pur-
chasing elsewhere,
G. VAN PUTTBN* SONS.
Holland, Mich., March 15, 1888.
NEW FIRM!
P. PR1US & CO.,
Have just received s new stock of
Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell at the lowest prices.
Highest market prices paid for
Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.
Give us a Colli
At the store opposite the " City Mills."
P. PRIN8 * CO.
Holland, March 28, 1888. 8-ly
AYER’S
Hair Vigor
restores, with the gloei and freahiew of
youth, faded or gray hair to a natural, risk
brawn color, or deep black, as may be desired.
By Its use light or red hair may be darkened,
thin hair thickened, and baldnew often,
though not always, cured.
It eheeks falling of the hair, and stimu-
lates a weak and sickly growth to vigor. It
prevents and corae scurf and dandruff, and
heals nearly every diseaae peculiar to the
•ealp. As a Ladles’ Hair Dr*eeUf. the •
Vigor Is unequalled ; It oontalns neither oil
nor dye, runders the hair soft, glo«y, and
iikjji in appearance, and imparts a dellcite,
agreeable, and lasting perfume.
Mu. 0. P. Briobkr writes from ffirty, O.,
July 8, 1882: “Last fall my hair eommeneed
falling oat. and la u short time I became
nearly bald. I used part of a bottle of
ru’s Hair Vigor, which stopped the faU>'
Ing of the hair, and started a new growth. I
have now n fall head of hair growing vigor-
ously. and am convinced that but ror the
use of your preparation I should have been
entirely bakl"
I. W. Bowbv, proprietor of the UeArOm
(OJtio) R%q*irtr eaye i “ AYU’s Him Vigor
is a most excellent preparation for the hair.
I apeak of it from my own experience. Its
use promotes the growth of new hair, and
makes It glomy and soft. The Vigor is also
a sore cure for dandruff. Not within my
knowledge has the preparation ever failed
to give entire satisfaction."
Mb. Avous Faiubaibv, leader of the
celebrated “ Talrbalrn Family" of Scottish
vocalists, writes from Boston, Mass., Feb. 6,
1888: “Ever stnoe my hair began to give sil-
very evidence of the change which leeting
time procureth, I have used Atur's Hair
Vigor, and so have been able to maintain
an appearance of youthfalaeae—a matter of
considerable consequence to ministers, ora-
tors, actors, and in fact every one who lives
in t&a eyes of the pabUe.”
Mbs. O. A. Pbbsoor, writing from 18 ff/ei
BL. CkarUttoum, Matt., April U, 1882, says ;
“ Two yean ago about two-thirds o<my hair
earns off. It thinned very rapidly, and I was
fast growing bald. On usiag Ayer’s Hair
Vigor the TaUlng stopped and a new growth
eommeneed, and In about a month my head
waa completely covered with short hair. It
haa eontinned to grow, and is bow as good as
before It feU. 1 regularly wed but one bottle
of the Vigor, but now nee It ooeaslooaUy as
adreeslng."
We have hundreds of similar testimonials
to tha efleacy of Ateb’s Hair Vigor. It
needs but a trial to convince the most skepti-
cal of its valoe.
PREPARED BT
Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mill.
Bold by all Druggists.
Kremsrs & Bangs,
-- dealers in- ......
Drugs, Medicines,
FAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Having purchased tbe entire stock and
"good will” of T. E. Aonii * Co., we
will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
and honest competition, b share of tbe









Sitomn, PliUnn, d Fucj look
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
watchee, so that onr work can be war-
ranted.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
I will also keep on bends fall Hat of
SPECTACLES
—end •— -
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Gome and exai* toe onr stock. No.
trouble to show Goode. ̂
HoUATO. MUh., J«n.0l'. fm* 46-1,
WHENCE AND WHITHER.
This la what he said, in brief,
Beknfia, the Kaffir chief,
To the Frenchman, Arbroupsot,
As beneath the palms they lay :
"I shepherded that time my Bock
Twelve long years; then on a rook
I sat me down, thereon to mark
What would happen in the dark.
Questions sad 1 asked, and none
Answered— oonld not answer one;
Nay, myself I could not answer;
Nor can any living man, sir,
Though as wise as your Voltaire.
But I wander, Afstew— where?
Ah I who made the Stars? and who
Taught them their dances In the blue?
Do the Waters, swift and bright.
As they flow from mom to night,
Never "weary of their race?
Whence and whither, to what Place?
Where do they find rest,
In what arm*, and on what Breast?
Whense and whither go the Clouds.
In wedding garment* and in shrouds?
Such imperishable crowds 1
Whither away,
;ht and day,
hadows o’er a magic glass,
The last sentence was uttered archly, up to the silent one.
for the tall, fair-haired pastor of the “Ah ! I wish only for money to gratify
neighboring village was an ardent ad- all these wishes!” and, catching her pet
mirer of mad-cap Ruth, the very last up in her arms, she kissed her a dozen
person one would suppose suitable for times and rushed out of the room,
a minister’s wife.  That was the last they saw of their
Mrs. Bertrand, however, was partial sister Ruth,
to him and thought it would be a fort- Afterward they recalled the deter-
unate settlement for her daughter. mined look in her brown eyes, and the
“I hope you will be more civil than | unnatural sound of her voice, when she
sual to hiu m, my dear. I fear you wished for money to buy them Christ-
By night c—
Like s ' l —
Do they pass, and pass, and pass?
treat him very ill sometimes. ”
Ruth laughed gayly and tossed her
pretty head.
Experience taught her that, however
willful and erratic she might be, every
male heart was bound to surrender.
At 6 o’clock there was a great rum-
ble and stir outside, followed by a loud
knock at the door, and, when Kenneth
disap-
mas presents.
That night Ruth Bertrand
peared from her home.
They searched for her first in the
homes of friends, flhen through the
country, finally in the great cities, but
all in vain.
The name of Femdale—never before
heard of— became familiar far and wide,
Weeping out themselves in rain,
They are falling now again.
Who send* them.
And ends them? . . .. ,
And who, when all is done, befriends them?
We have many a sharp diviner
(Though yon French savant* are finer},
Bat they do not fetch the rain,
tsvl can not aeetbe Wind,
Vvnfnr/. knMnrl '< i '
answered the besiegers, all Femdale and many conjectures as to the cause of
poured into the house, dressed in their | her flight were made.
of June. This is not copied from any
scientific work, but is what I have found
to be a fact by many practical tests.
Gray biroh cut in September will keep
in a good condition until the next Sep-
tember, if left in the woods cut in four-
foot lengths; while, if out in March and
left in the same way, it will be left
nearly worthless by the 1st of August;
at least such is the result on my land.
White pine, like the red maple, keeps
white much longer if cut in September
than if cut in March, and is not injured
by the worms as much. I have found
that wood dried slowly in a low, cool
place is better than dried quickly in the
hot sun, even though out in summer.
May this not, in a measure, account
for wood being better out in autumn,
it having the long, cold winter to dry
in?”
PITH AND FOIST.
Men very seldom elope with literary
women ; not because she is always ugly,
but because her head keeps her from
going too far. < •
Scientific men have lately discov-
ered that the crab does not crawl back-
ward. It is made that way. It is going
forward all the time.
best, complacent and laughing, and de-
termined to have a good time. Every
one brought something, chiefly eat-
ables, as it turned out, and, while the
boys and girls proceeded to play games,
to the destruction of the old-fashioned
furniture, their parents amused them-
selves by gossiping.
Several of the m
As Christmas drew near the Bertrands
mourned their daughter as dead. They
were convinced that she had wandered
away in a fit of temporary insanity, and
had thrown herself into the river, not
far distant.
The holidays promised to be the sad-
dest ever known at the parsonage. So
'Above, before, - ----
r I know not whenbe it i*,
Whether from bole or bliss;
Bat ell the some I know it,
For I &m what you call a poet.
I feel what makes It come and go,
And rage and worry and roar,
Fori live, you ece, on the shore
Where the blasts of Afrio blow.
Bat I shall never know
How the loscions corn doth grow.
Yesterday— yes, It was yesterday—
ost officious set the much money had been expended in the
table with Mrs. Bertrand’s best blue search that none was left for presents,
dishes, and spread thereon the larger The eliildren expected nothing, and
part of their contributions. The rest yet, having secret faith in the tradi-
were piled on another table. Then the tional “Santa Claus,” Bessie And Rose
feast began, with great enjoyment and on Christmas morping stole into the sit-noise. ting room at the first dawn of day, and
There was one parcel which the looked toward the fireplace with flut-
church warden seemed very anxious to tering hearts.
There was not a blade of grass In my field,
is thick to-day as a warrior’s shield;That.. ------- - ---------------
For, look to-day, and look far away,
It is fresh and green,
And the sky over all Is serene.
Who gave It this power to bring forth?
Who and what save the Earth,
Who folds ns all In her broad arms girth,
This young old Mother, the Earth
-R. H. Stoddard, in Harper’s Magazine.
conceal until the right moment— just at
the end of supper — then he arose
stiffly, made a signal for silence, and,
with great importance, delivered a trite
but carefully-prepared speech, allud-
ing to the “kind care of Providence,”
“the advantages of adversity,” the no-
bility of “heroic endurance,” and of
“renolmdug cupidity,” closing these
There was nothing in the stockings
they had hung up so slyly the night
before, and sadly disappointed the lit-
tle white-robed figures were about to
creep away, when Bessie happened to
glance through the window, and there,
behold ! a pile of beautiful presents.
The two children clapped their hands
for joy and uttered such wild cries of
How RAPIDLY, says the Burlington
Hawkey e, a man loses all interest in
political and natidhal finances when ho
shuts the door oh his own thumb.
“Our young men are coming to the
front,” cries a political journal. It does
not look that way at the theater. Just
as many bald heads in the front rows as
ever—Cincinnati Saturday Night.
The Pound Party.
practical suggestions by presenting his surprise that father, mother and brother
__  A  Til. ~ 1. A. 1 . » i I n  I 1 A _J1 A .. .-v I % stA wfrtn  I \ o r f
DT TIIANK TAYLOR.
Next to the little gothic church in
Femdale is the parsonage, a very pleas-
ant place in summer, when the honey-
euckle, which almost covers it, is in full
bloom, but now the sharp November
wind is sweeping around it, and the
parson* family are shivering over their
scanty sitting-room fire.
Bessie is looking oat of the window,
pastor with a substantially-bound copy
of “Fox’s Book of Martyrs.”
The gift was received with becoming
dignity, and if, in his secret heart, the
pastor wished they had given him the
value of the volume in money to buy
his little Rose a pair of shoes, no sign
of discontent was apparent.
When the last guest had departed
with a blessing, and the younger chil-
dren had been hurried off to bed, then
the indignation of the incorrigible
Ruth burst forth.
hastened to see what was the matter.
“Santa Claus has left our presents
on the porch!” cried both children at
once.
There was the fur cap Kenneth had
wished for ; the wax doll and a “great
big picture-book” for Rose.
“Who could have sent these things?”
said Mr. Bertrand, looking inquiringly
at his wife.
Kenneth tried on the cap, and, as he
did so, out fell the poor little worn
pocket-book of their lost daughter.
and presently utters an exclamation of
rht, when 1delig Kenneth, a hearty lad of
10, rushes in at the gate, enters with a
great clatter, and throwing down his
Sate cries;
“Bother take arithmetic for one day
at least 1 - To-morrow’s Thanksgiving,
chicks, and we must have some fun.”
“What an amount of cold yon bring
in with you, my son !” said the mother,
With wrathful energy she was setting Kenneth quickly opened the purse.
who was trying to mend a tom shoe
> Rose.for little se. “Not quite so much
noise, my dears,” added she gently, as
her husband, the pale scholarly parson,
came out of his study.
Holding his stiffened fingers over the
grate, he said to his wife.
“I think hereafter we had better
keep up only one fire. I will move my
desk in here and use the extra fuel to
make this room warmer. Where is
Ruth?”
“She is giving Mr. Patter’s daughter
a music lesson. ”
“Here she comes, all covered with
snowflakes,” cried Rose, springing to
the door, which was opened by a quick
band and a beautiful, high-spirited girl
entered.
“Grand news, father 1 ” she exclaimed,
with a Rightly sarcastic curl of her ex-
pressive lips.
“They are going to surprise yon to-
night a pound partj. - The whole
church will be here with their arms full
of presents.”
This announcement affected each
member of the family differently.
The pastor, with unmoved counte-
nance, sat thoughtfully resting his
the disordered house to rights.
“Look here, mother, the springs of
father’s arm-chair are all broken down.
The sofa corner is torn. A pitcher of
cream has been spilled over the carpet,
and a great hole is burned in your best
tablecloth, where Sally Price tipped
over a candle. That’s one aide of the
affair — no — stay — here’s one of the blue
plates broken. Now, Kenneth, you are
hovering over the presents, please tell
us what you find to our credit.”
“Well,” responded the boy, “here’s
a valuable bottle of pickles, to begin
with. I’m fond of pickles, you know.
Second item, a fine patch-work quilt.”
“Oh, yes!” interrupted his sister,
“the sewing society have been at work
on that for a month. I suspected it
was for us.”
“Don’t interrupt, sis. It won’t take
long to run through the list. I say,
how is this for a tidy, with pincushion
to match? Ah, and a jar of jam, a big
head-cheese, dozen candles and a pair
of ear-muffs.”
It contained $5.
“It is Ruth who has sent it!” ex-
claimed the father, in tremulous tones.
“She still lives and remembers us.
Heavenly Father, I thank Thee, and I
implore Thee to restore her to us un-
harmed !”
They now believed firmly that Ruth
would some day return to them.
Early in the new year the pastor of
Femdale grew very ill and gradually
became more feeble, until it was evi-
dent he was wasting away with con-
sumption, and when Christmas came
round once more he was dying.
Another pastor already filled his
place and received the salary.
Occasionally the parish offered as-
sistance, but it had been necessary for
Kenneth to go to work as errand boy
in the country store, and Bessie, small
as she was, earned a trifle by ’tending
baby for a rich neighbor.
Christmas eve, both were home, and
all were gathered together in the old
sitting-room. There was only one can-C^tl-IUIAAAO. I DA VMAAi^ A V/wAAA# ~ ~ ~ 
“Well, have*you finished?” said Ruth, die burning and the fire was low in the
as the boy paused. grate. Mrs. Bertrand had sold the
“Yes; that’s all, except some pies, last article of value in the house for
and a pumpkin to make more. So you medicine, and sat watching her dying
see the pound party has turned out very husband with a breaking heart,
well for us, after all.” “Mamma,” whispered Rose, 1“I wish I
head upon one hand, then rose abrapt-tlioi - - -ly, without uttering a word, and went
into his study again.
“I am sure we ought to feel very
thankful,” remarked his meek and pa-
tient wife, “for I really did not know
what wo were to do for to-morrow’s din-
Rnth laughed, ironically.
“I heard Deacon Brown say we ought
I not to expect anything more of the
church this winter. It’s worth while,
truly, for a man of talent like my father
, to go through Harvard, in order to min-
ister to such small-souled people. But,
mother, I have not told you of an offer-
ing I had on my own account.”
“ What was it, Ruth ? Of course, yon
accepted !" cried Kenneth, eagerly.
“Not I,” said Ruth, rather demurely.
could have a little more porridge,
so hungry.”
Mrs. Bertrand sighed deeply, and her
eyes, so used to weeping of late, filled
with blinding tears.
“You had better leave it for your
breakfast, dear,” said she. “There is
so little left."
The invalid heard his child ask in
vain for food, and faintly moaned :
“Ruth! Ruth! If she were here she
could help yon.” Then, starting up in
Musical Instrnments on the War-path.
The troubles of the musical instru-
ments culminated one Saturday night,
the suppressed murmurs breaking out
into a loud and general complaint.
“It’s an outrage the way I’m picked
at,” said the banjo.
“Don’t you say a word!” shouted the
guitar and harp simultaneously.
“Keep your seats, gentlemen,” inter-
rupted the violin, .“and consider my
pitiable condition. What can be worse
than to have one’s spine rubbed down
with resin and scraped over incessant-
ly with a horse-hair saw?”
“Humph!” growled the drum; “I’m
beat about the head until I’m a perfect
sight, all tatooed;” and then, scowling
ominously at the sticks, “Oh, I’ve got
it in for yon !”
“Shut up,” yelled the sticks, “or
we’ll break vour old head in !”
“Oh, my!*’ groaned the music box.
“My health’s very bad. I’m all run
down.”
“I’m badly blowed myself,” broke in
the cornet. (Murmurs of “He’s givin’
me wind now,” “The brass of the fel-
low,” and “Wipe off your tube,” from
the company.)
“I have the life thumped out of me
all day long,” grumbled the piano.
“Sometime two of ’em get at me with
both hands, and there’s nothin’ worse
than that. I’ll leave it to him if there
is,” turning to a cabinet organ. But he
couldn’t pump the organ. A fellow
that reads much doesn’t talk a great
deal.
I’m so racked, I’m a mere skeleton !”
sighed the bones.
“You oughtn’t to complain,” said the
pipe organ ; “look at the jokes you hear,
while I have to listen to the same old
sermons year in and year out.”
“I just wish you had to listen to the
jokes, you great, fat, lazy thing.
That’s what brought me where I am,”
responded the bones, “and as for the
sermons, they’d be nuts for me."
“Yes, they would— chestnuts !"
“I’m tired to death of sitting on this
fence,” broke in a plaintive note from
a pile of music.
“I’ll bet that fellow’s a flat," said the
mouth-harp.
“That’s where you slip up, old chin-
music, he’s traced me, all the same.”
“You must be flat yourself, then.”
There’s where you’re wrong again.
I’m a ha rp.”
“So’m I,” cried the Jewsharp.
“Keep your mouth out of this, will
you ?” yelled the whole party. “You’re
no gentleman ; you steel. ”
“You’re lyre!” shouted the Jewsharp
at his nearest assailant.
“Toot-toot-toot,” said the trumpet;
“no violins here.”
“Oh, dear,” piped up a shrill voice,
“I can’t get my breath; I am in an aw-
ful piccolo.”
“I declare fife ever heard anything
worse than that in my life," said one.
“Or I, zither!" said another.
Cries of “Bass!” “Viol!” on all
sidea.— Cincinnati Saturday Night
A leopard and a fox had a contest as
to whfeh. was the finest of the two.
The leopard put forth his numberless
spots; but the fox replied : “It is bet-
ter to have a versatile mind than a vari-
gated body.”
The peculiar characteristic of the
Irish flea is that you put your finger en
him and he isn’t there. The peculiar
characteristic of the Russian Nihilist is
that yon put your finger on him and
you are not there.
Why should a man who is in a bad
fix be said to be “up a tree?" Lota of
men who have stood in the midst of a
ten-acre lot with a cross biill approach-
ing have heartily wished themselves in
the branches of a lofty vegetable.
A religious newspaper will go the
rounds of a family circle and still look
bright and clean ; but when the family
story paper makes the circuit it looks
as if it had served in the capacity of a
bustle and had been given to the baby
to cut teeth on.
The ownly crown jewels that a coun-
try editor will ever wear will be the
beads of perspiration which adorn his
classic brow when he gets through
wrestling with the hand-press after
working off his whole edition. — Drakes
Traveler's Magazine.
Mi.C Amelia Bloomer, the giddy
young thing who invented pants .for
women, is now a white-haired old1 wo-
man, who blooms out in dresses with
trains six feet long, and wouldn’t wear
a pair of her Bloomer trousers for $30 a
minute. Another reform gone wrong.—Burdette. *
A sportsman had with him a boy to
carry the game-bag. Having missed
five patridges in succession, the gunner
cried os he shot at the sixth bird:
“There ! I hit him 1 I saw the feathers
yl Didn’t they?” “Yes,” replied the
boy, dryly, “they flew— flew off with
le bird!”
other Sunday, when the preacher took
the text : “Piling up wrath against the
day of wrath." “What was the- text,
>ertie?" asked her mother, when the
ittle girl had returned. “I haven’t
orgotten it — no, indeed!" said Gertie,
jroudly. “It was ‘Lay up something
or a rainy day.’ "
A customer takes back to a tailor a
>air of trousers which are a perfect
misfit. The knight of the shears is
overwhelmed with grief and surprise.
“Oh, never mind,” says the customer,
"you’ll be able to work ’em off on some-
one else.” “It is not the loss of the
mntaloons that affects mo,” says the
tailor haughtily ; “it is an artist’s sor-
row at his failure, of which you are the
uncomprehending spectator!” — French
Paper.
“I say,” said an old bum on State
street to one of his own genus, “there is
likely to be a move made in the next
session of Congress in our favor." “How
do you put it up?” asked the other.
“Why, in tariff reform.” “How’s that
AVV/V Ay A.v*.**, - — J - I V/VJIAAVA A^AJJ ~ — , ---- O A 
“Mother, I have been obliged to refuse bed with miraculous strength, he stared« m « « . rn J 1 __ A _____ I .... « • *1 4 A I ?A * _ 1 __ III __ J
ner.
“That’s the trouble every day, isn’t it,
mother?" put in the boy, laughing. “I
hope they will bring provisions enough
to last ns all winter.”
“If the church would pay father his
Tegular salary we should not be in need
of charity," burst forth the impulsive
girl. aIt made my cheeks burn just
now to hear Mrs. Potter’s visitors talk-
ing of ns as though we were common
beggars. Ohl I hate every one of
wildly and cried : “Ah ! it is she I” and
pointed to the door.
All turned in dreadful alarm, and
there, indeed, stood the lost Ruth,
dressed exactly as when she went away,
but more beautiful and self-reliant than
ever.
Her eyes were fixed on the invalid, as
his on her, but only for an instant.
Remarkable Death-Bed Scenes.
Reading the verse, in which it is de-
clared that Stephen, looking to heaven,
saw Jesus at the right hand of God, Mr.
I Beecher asked: “Did he really see
Christ?" and he answered the question
by saying : “I am inclined to think
I did.” In this connection Mr. Beecher
said that there were records of many
very remarkable scenes attending death-
| beds, and be related the story of one as
told to him by Dr. Oliver Wendel
Holmes. “I am not sure,” said he,
that I have not told you the story be-
| fore, but it is a good one and worth
listening to again.” The story was
that a well-known woman of high stand-
them, and I nearly bit my tongue off to
prevent myself from telling them so.r
“Ruth! Ruth! yon forget yourself;
and yon are setting a bad example,”
softly remonstrated Mrs. Bertrand.
“Forgive me, mother, if I shock you.* r — — --- -- y
I was irritated by the patronizing airs
of people who are incapable of appreoi-
ating father’s eloquent sermons. The
oil 'whole interest of this village is in the.
church, and its members are able and
«hould pay their pastor his salary in
money instead of substituting paltry
gifts of food. That’s just what the
pound party moons. There, I’ve spoken
my mind, and I rexlly feel better for
it.”
“I’m glad your father has not heard
you, Ruth; your want of humility
would greatly distress him. But come,
love, if we are to
the hand and heart of - the Rev. Arthur
Bromley.”
“Oh, my daughter! Con it be possi-
ble you refused that fine young man ?”
exclaimed Mrs. Bertrand, looking up in
surprise. And then, with a sigh of re-
gret, she added, “I really wish you
could have loved him.”
“Mother !” replied the girl, energet- . UJla uu UC1( u „ uu.j «•*. — i mai; ii mi u u uu ui xu u o uuu
ically. “I had rather marry a circus With an exclamation of grief, she flew jn 80Cjetyt when on her death-bed,
rider than a poor country minister ! t0 the bedside, and was folded in her 8eemej rapt in contemplation of things
There is too much hypocrisy in k for father’s arms. The excitement of great ceiegtial, and after her death the physi-
me. If I chanced to fall in love with a joy had lent him a moment’s strength, cjan an(j the nurse, wh'o as professions
village parson it might be different, but but soon he sank back exhausted. people had looked on mahy deatl
hi* vet T am ftbaolntelv heart whole. ” I “My precious mother,” said Ruth, I 0»i.i wnm nnf ImhlAfnhnrjirripr
embracing the wasted form. “What a
change is here !” .
“Oh, Ruth! dear child; where have
you been, and why did you cause us so
much sorrow?”
“Forgive me mother. Our poverty
maddened me, and I left to become an Hem0iiag ucl»u uumvhou wmo tu
opera singer. I knew yon would never them, and had looked upon sights that
consent, so I was obliged to disappear mortal eyes ordinarily never see.
more difficult than any hitherto at- mysteriously. I first sang before a dis- 1
tempted, and her voice seemed sudden- tiugnished musician, and ho at once en-
ly to have acquired a wonderful flexi- Bftged me to go to Europe with the -Everything dependa
rude, boyish fashion, “you sang like an | {ame and wealth. Take mirage, moth- ““ ^tenaf ' looking chap
er, your trouble, are ended. | ? j * mootb( lftntera jaw8 and ‘a
receding chin, and I’ll fix him out
as y I absolu y le.
Mrs. Bertrand sighed again, and took
up her bedroom caudle. Ruth was so
wiIHul and hotheaded that there was
danger of her taking some rash step.
It was the Sunday night before Christ-
mas. The Bertrand family had just
come home from church, where Ruth
sang in the choir, and on this particu-
lar Sabbath she had rendered a solo
n v
th
scenes, and were not liable to be carrier
vav by their imagination, saw what
might be termed a sort of effluence rise
from her body and pass into the upp
air. The things seen Mr. Beecher
spoke of as “an aerial something.” Man]
persons, he said, had appearances re-
sembling their dead children come o
Little Gertie- went to church the
going to help you out?” “Why, Sena-
tor Wi ’indom was in the city last week,
and says he is in favor of free sugar,
and if Congress will only meet him
half way and make free whisky, why,
don’t that heel ns for the winter?”—
Cheek..
They had only been married a short
time. She slung her arm around him
and warbled, in a low, tremulous voice :
“Do you realize, Adolphus, that now we
are married, we are only one?” “No,”
replied the brute, “I can’t realize it. I
have just paid a $75 millinery bill, and
a lot more of your bills, with several
outside precincts to hear from, so I am
beginning to realize that, as far as ex-
pense goes, instead of being one, we are
half a dozen. I can’t take in that idea
of our being one just yet, not by a large
majority.”— Tcra# Siftings.
 have company to-
night there is much to do.”
The warm-hearted girl threw her
arms around her mother’s neck, and,
kissing her fondly, whispered:
“It's for your sake, sweetest mother,
that I am so vexed. I cannot bear to
see you suffering privation so patiently.
Oh, -I forgot to tell yon that the Rev.
Mr. Bromley is to be here too.”
angel to-day. I wonder if the opera
singers can do better than that?”
Ruth made no reply, but her brother’s
words were suggestive, and, while the
children chatted about the particular
things they longed for, she sat apart
from them strangely abstracted, and
lost in reverie. „ jl , .
“For my part, ” said Kenneth, I wish
Santa Claus would bring me a fur cap."
“And I want a wa* doll.” -
“And I, a.great big picture bookl”
cried Rose with dancing eyes. “It’s
When to Cut Weed. right away. A down stroke for each
A correspondent of an Eastern Jour- cheek, a few flourishes around the chin
nal says; “For' strength, beauty and and, mouth, a little bay rum, and you’ve
- - 1 ‘ ’ 'm. But when an old, wnnkled-
ooal heaver comes in I make u^
Migratoi y Irish Laborers.
From some statistical tables pub-
lished in Thom’s official directory, it
appears that the number of migratory
agricultural laborers in Ireland has
shown a steady and remarkable decrease
dining the last forty years. In 1841
the total number was 57,651, equal to
seven per thousand of the population ;
in 1880 the number was 22,000, or four
and two-tenths per thousand, while in
1881 it was only 21,322,. or three and
nine-tenths per thousand of the
population. Of this latter num-
ber 19,878 went to England or Scot-
land, while 1,144 merely wandered
in search of employment to other
parts of their own country. It appears
that four out of five of the entire num-
ber of Irish migratory laborers were na-
tives of the province of Connaught, and
that abont one-half of these are fur-
nished by the county of Mayo alone.
ays : r ' d u
durability, I have found August, Sep- got him.
tember and October the best, and I faced ooi
white" and"sonnd until the n^tTugnst; I as sharp as you can, yon/e got a hard
while one cut in March will begin to task and one that makes you earn your
your turn now deter, " saS she, limning blacken and decay by the middle or la* 1 money, all of it"
His Domestic Relations.
“Are your domestic relations agreea-
ble?” asked a Judge of a colored wit-
ness. “What’s dat conjunction, boss?”
“I ask are your family ties pleasant?”
“Wall, no, sah. When a ’oman ties a
man when he’s drunk an’ whips him till
he’s sober, I doan’ think dat it’s pleas-






We have before us a public document
of 164 pages prepared by the Bureau of
Statistics, under the direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury, entitled
“Statistical Abstract of the United
States— 1882, Fifth Number.” Its con-
tents are entirely made up of tables and
figures relating to “finance, coinage,
commerce, immigration, shipping, the
postal service, population, railroads,
agriculture, coal, iron, etc.* The fig-
ures are fruitful of thought. No intel-
ligent American can bestow upon them
a half hour’s study without becoming
more or less enthused with the idea that
of all lands upon which the sun shines
and the rains descend America is the
most favored— a country and a heritage
bo unspeakably grand that the imagina-
tion in its wildest freaks fails to com-
prehend its boundless resources and
unspeakable possibilities for human
happiness and progress. The area of
the great republic in square miles is
8,580,275, and in acres 2,291,376,288.
-It is an ocean-girt and a continental re-
public. Make the journey around it in
fancy, starting from the northeast point
in llaine where it touches the British
possessions, follow the eastern boundary
of Maine to the Atlantic, along it* coast
to the southern capes of Florida, along
the gulf coast lino until you reach the
Mexican boundary, then to the Pacifio
coast, then north to the dividing line
between Washington Territory and the
possessions, then follow that
Itli Juat aa Cheap.
It is Just as cheap and cheaper to keep
well than to remain in a state of 111 health.
You don't see sensible, intelligent women
British ses ions,
boundary until you reach the point of
beginning (we omit Alaska) and you
have made the grand circuit, and your
fancy may challenge the stars to show
in their ceaseless rounds anything more
poetic or profitable. It is interesting
to contemplate the growth of the great
republic in population since the year
J790. It is as follows :
Census oi 1790 ........................... 3,929,214
Census of 1800 ........................... 6,308,483
Census of 1810.. ........ 7,239,881
Census of 1890 .................... 9,633,823
Census of 1830 .................... 12,866,09C
Census of 1840 ........................... 17,069,451
Census of 1850 ........................... 23,191,871
Census of I860.. ......................... 31,443,821
Census of 1870 ........................... 38,568,371
•Census of 1880... .................. .*.....60,166,783
Such a growth in population was
never known in any other country with-
in the range of authentic history, but
it does not compare with the wonderful
advaf|be made in developing the agri-
cultural and mineral resources of the
republic. It is easy to measure the
growth of population from 1790 to 1880
— it can be counted — but the increase
of agricultural products admits of no
such definite calculation. They have
been not only sufficient to feed the mill-
ions who live within the bounds of the
republic, but to send abroad such vast
supplies as bewilder the mind by the
enormous sum totals. Taking the figures
showing the product of the cereal crops
for ten years, 1872 to 1881 inclusive, we
have the following ; _
brought to their notice. No, sir! They try
It first and pass their opinions afterward.
Every bottle of Dr. Quysott’s Yellow Dock
and Sarsaparilla sold to a woman will prove
its merit as a reliever xZ those painful disor-
ders incidental to female Ilf* Try it Ask
your druggist to get it for you.
Immense Estates In Mexico.
Much has been said and written of
the great extent and large possibilities
of Mexican haciendas. But probably
few people in the United States even
yet realize the extent of some of these
tracts of land, where a million or a
million and a half of acres often con-
stitute a single estate in the hands of
one owner. There aro many such es-
tates in Mexico, large enough to hide
away many a European principality,
large enough to awaken the envy of
many a land proprietor in the Pacific
coast States of the Union. These are
to be found in many of the central and
northern States of Mexico. The fa-
mous Solado ranohe, for example, con-
tains over six hundred square miles of
land. It lies partly in the States of
Neuve Leon, Co&huiln, Zacatecas and
San Luis Potosi, on the highway to
Mexico, and on the line of the new rail-
roads. It occupies the central table
lands of Mexico, at an average elevation
of 4,000 feet. Chains of mountains
traverse the estate, rich in mineral
wealth. The boundaries of the estate
extend more than one hundred miles
from north to south, and flourishing
farms and large mining towns are met
at frequent intervals.— i’an Francisco
Alta.
SPRING MEDIGDIB*
At DO other mmod 1* the hutnen lyitem so reepon-
elve to medicine. Take Hood's SArsspvUl*. At bo
other season Is the blood so oermpt or in so low a
condition. Take Hood's Sarsaparilla. At no other
season is there so much biUonsness, headache, loss of
appetite, weariness and extreme tired feeling. Take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
PURIFY YOUR BLOOD.
aI have never fogad anything that hit my wants as
Hood's Sarsaparilla. It tones up my system, purifies
my blood, sharpens my appetite, and seems to make
me oTer."— J. P. Thompson, Reg. of Deeds, LoweU,
Maas.
K people want a medicine to go all through 'em and
wake 'em up, toll ’em to take Hood's Sarsaparilla."—
F. N. Bixbt, Meredith Village, N. H.
"When I had finished the second botUe of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla 1 felt like a new person. I can do two
days* work 0) one now."-Maa. A. D. Aixxn, Lowell,,
Maas.
HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA.
Bold by Druggists. Price |1 ; aix for $5. Prepared
only by C.L HOOD k CO.,' Apothecaries, Lowell. Mass.
A lU'inarkuble Cure of Scrofula.
William 8. Baker, of Lewis. Vigo county, Ind* writes
as follows : ‘My sou was taken with scrofula in the hip
when snly two yean old. He tried several phyaidans,
but the boy got no relief from their treatment. No-
ticing your SoovtlTa Sarsaparilla and Stllllngia, or
Blood and Liver Syrup, recommended eo highly, I
bought some of it of yon in the year 1862, and contin-
ued taking it till the sores finally healed «p. He ia now
twenty -one years of age, and. being satisfied that your
medicine did him so much good when he used it, ws
want to try it again in another esse, and now writs to
you to get soma more of it.”
Baker’s Pain Panacea cures pain in Main and Beast.
Use Externally and Internally.
Young MtntfimyxiSXZ
aramfcS TiUBtrani mo*, jmmtuh. wu.
mfevs,



















Total. . . ...... . 20,356,357,058 $10,801,756,62f
During the ten years named the hay
crq) amounted to 805,563,693 tons, val-
ued at $8,335,615,646; the tobacco crop
yielded 4,749,080,014 pounds, valued at
$426,886,386. No other country in the
world can approximate such sum totals
for a dectL&e.-r-Indianapolis Sentinel.
The Hot Rath.
The best way to take the hot bath is
to lie in it a few moments and let the
heat open the pores while the water
softens the dead tissues; then scrub
soap all over the body, and remain a
few momenta longer, gradually letting
cold water into the tub until the temp-
erature is reduced to that of the skin
normally, or considerably lower. Use
the towel briskly until perfectly dry.
A very, excellent thing to prevent stiff-
ness of the joints is always to rub them
after a bath with sweet oil. This must
be very fine and volatile, and it is, of
course, much more agreeable if per-
fumed. The old Romans* and Greeks
used to anoint the whole body with oil
after bathing, aa it kept the akin soft
and flexible. Before dressing strike
briskly with the palms of the hands ev-
ery part of the body; then put on dry,
well-aired clothes, and you will feel a
delightful sense ot comfort.
Now as to time and frequency. Of
course, tike most convenient season, in
many ways, is in the morning on first
arising. Many people, however, find
this difficult. The room is not warm
enough, the water not hot, or household
duties are so pressing that there is no
time. It is of no great importance, ex-
cept that two rules are observed. Ouo
is, never take a bath immediately after
eating. Let three hours elapse— never
less than two. You had better go dirty
for once, or several times, rather than
risk the consequences of a shorter in-
terval. Why, do you ask? I will tell
you, and I want you to remember this
if you forget all the rest, particularly
you who have the care of children. As
soon as the food is / taken into the
stomach the process of digestion begins,
calling the blood thither injarger quan-
tities: than when empty. A warm bath
summons it instantly to the surface,
thus lowering the temperature of tho
stomach and stopping the work going
on there. A cold bath, on the contrary,
Bends it to that already well-supplied
organ m increased amount and causes
a congestion which sometimes proves
fatal. It is a dangerous thing to do,
either way. Children have been thrown
into convulsions, and you have all known
of persons drowning by being seized
with cramp in the stomach upon going
in bathing too soon after a meal. If no
worse effects follow than ̂ retarded di-
gestion, yon may be thankful, bnt that
is a certain consequent. — Toledo Blade,
The Line Drawn.
One of the leaders of ton there was
the daughter of a well-known New York
French cook, but, having worked her
way successfully to the top round of the
social ladder, was of course, rabidly
aristocratic and violently exclusive.
Talking to the snob-scourge one day,
this lady forgot th© lamented chef de
cuisine, her father, and complained
feelingly of the mixture of classes in
society, against which she said, “A
line must be drawn somewhere.’
“Would you like it a sir-line or a tender
line?” sweetly inquired the exasperated
snob-scourge. — American Queen.
The number of cattlo in the United
States is estimated at 33,653,365,
valued at $659,000,000. This does not
include the bulls of the stock exchange.
Charlatans mnd QuacKs
Have long piled their vocation on the suffer-
ing pedals of the people Tho knife has pored
to the quick; caustic applications have tor-
mented the victim of corns until the convic-
tion shaped Itself— there's no cure Put-
nam’s Painless Cohn Extractob proves on
what a slender basis public opinion often
rests. If you suffer from corns get the Ex-
tractor and you will be satisfied, sold every-
where Wholesale, Lord, Stoutenburgh A
Co., Chicago. _
The only change in rates of postage made
by the Postoflice bill which passed Congress
is that letter postage on letters in the United
States Is fixed at 2 cents per one-half ounce
from Oct 1 next Drop-letter postage is
unchanged. Canada postage remains at 3
cents, and British North American prov-
inces, except Newfoundland, the same as
Canadian rates. _
Symptoms of Paralysis.
A twitching of the eye, numbness of hands
and feet, with more dr less pain and throb-
biug at the base of tho brain, are some of
the premonitory symptoms of this rapidly-
increasing disease. German Hop Bitters
should bo taken when you are warned by
any of these symptoms. Sold by all druggists.
far by Pres. A rth nr, Os a.
mm, and Is Indorsed aa
ik ever written. It sella





Dr. Ah. Mew-role (l»t«
A Leading London Phy*^
Irian ratab Hakes an
| EPILEPTIC FITS.'
n ao rola Uta ef laad<m),*ba makes a spa-
kM pnbilthed a werk oa this dlssase. wblck be tend*
yiihft large botUe of hie wonderful cere free to eny euf.
XX-NOTICE.-XX.
AS BLUE FLAMHEL 6ARMENTS
Ot Inferior QwmlUy •TOnnia
art toll aa the ‘ genuine Middlesex,” which are no]
snade by that mill The Middlesex Company, in ordef“SWSmMS
YACHT CLOTHS, sold by all leading clothiers, must
ksar the “SILK ftANOEUS," fUmWfcd by the Sellin*
Agents to all parties ordering the goods.
WENDELL, FAY * OO.f
BELLING AGENTS, MIDDLESEX COMPANY. .! T. l' _ ___ '
dOSIETTEirs ||
Sitters
What the great restorative, Hostetler's Stomach
Bitters, will do, must be gathered from what it has
done. It has effected radical cures iu thousands of
cases of dyspepsia, bilious disorders, iutermittent
fever, nervous affecUons, general debility, constipa-
tion, sick headache, mental despondency, and the
peculiar complaints and disabiliUos to which Uie
feeble are eubject.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
$72 A 'uuirc’ *Addre V T h°™A C**1 A mt<1 ta, Mama
Cnra Piirai;I^«>«yorritfllnWhoar*- Freetopoor.
wulB UUlC&D&.Ejictt, 2844 Arsenal SL.Bt.Louis, Mo.
65 to 620 MSSMiK
|A FAMILY NKDICUR TILT BAB BKA!1D|
MILLIONS PUBINfl 15 TKAU!
limn mur.
| A BALM FOR BYBRY WOUND OI
MAM AND BEAST!
Itheoldest&bestlinimentI
^ . EVER MADE IN AMERICA.
BALES LARGER THAN FTER.
I The Mexican MostanffLln
I been known for more than -- „ .
I years as the best of all Liniments,
Man and Beast. Its sales today i
I larger than ever. It ourea whea.
others fril, and penetrate* skin, ta
and musole, to tho very bone,
everywhere.
i REV HUSTHATED WEEKLY!
Printed on Heavy Super-Calendered Paper,
Contains EIGHT pages of the finest fllnstrstioM by the best artists, and EIGHT pages of the choicest literary
matter; making the most complete and acceptable
SIXTEEN PAGES OF ART AND3LITERATURE
Ever combined in one publication. Its
DOUBLE-PAGE COLORED ART PLATES
SURPASS ANY ever issued by a weekly paper on either aide of the Atlantic.
The Illustrated World
Presents every purchaser of Number One with k SPLENDID PICTURE, entlUed
“THE LITTLEMMOTHER,”
With Number Two will bo given a copy of (UnniELCMAX s celebrated painting,
“THE LION’fe BRIDE.”
With Number Three, a charming picture of country life, painted by T. W. Wood, Prcaldent of the W ator
Color Society ot New York, called
“GRANDPA’S PET”
With Number Four, onr art plate will be a fine copy of apaJntlnfe by J. Setmovb Our, of the Notioual
Academy of Artists of New York, entitled
I WON’T HURT THEM.”
rtrenenta a bright hnhv-ltoy on the floor, lining some kittens out of a basket, while their anxious mother
WatOte£r shblocU wSuw aiinoanced in Number Four of THE ILLUSTRATED WORLD.
it rei
| AN HOUR for all who will make spare time prof*- As a
The
Art is a -knowledged to bo the most forcible teacher, as well os the most welcome friend of the day.
The Illustrated World,
A GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest-
A Selling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices rednred
83 per oeut. National Publishing Co.. Chicago. 111.
/Lady Agents
r anil guod taUry telling Queen City
IT Skirt ami Stocking Nupportera, etc.
[ Sample outfit Free. AdJrett Opeen
XClty Susp«nderCo., Cincinnati, O
Corns on the feet not only affect a man‘a
walk, but also frequently exert a bad intiu-
ence on bin conversation. —IjOieell Citizen.
American and European Doctors.
It is Bald by celebrated physicians in
Europe and America that German Hop Bit-
ters is one of the best remedies now in ub&
Sold by all drugipsts.
A contemporary publishes a poem ad-
dressed “To an assassin” That’s right;
assassins deserve punishment; address your
poetry to them. _
We feel that we are doing the public a fa-
vor in calling their attention particularly to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla This is not a patent
medicine, but a proprietary article, possess-
ing real curative properties, and its effects
are very positive on Spring Debility, Bilious-
ness, Dyspepsia and oil troubles caused by
impure’ blood Give it a trial for that “out-
of-sorts” feeling from which so many suffer,
and which is peculiar to this season.
Scum Invariably r sea Item mher, young
man, there is always room at the top
Compare the dose and quantity of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and you have conclusive proof
of its superior ‘strength and cheapness.
Try it - _
A man of quiet ia,-teR Is he who tipples on
the sly, behind the p mtry door. %
Personal!— To Men Only!
The Voltaic Belt Co.. Marshall. Mick,
will send Dr. Dve’s Celebrated Electro-
Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
ore afflicted with nervous debility, lost vi-
tality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
speed v and complete restoration of health
and manly vigor. Address us above. N. B.—
No risk is’ incurred, os thirty days’ trial is al-
lowed. _
Good for Man ami Read This!
Strange but true that the Array and Navy
Liniment will cure your rheumatism, neural-
gia or croup in less’ time than any other Liu
iment known. For sale by all druggists.
Fon dyspepsia, iNDKiE-rnoN, depression of
spirits and general debility in their various
forma; also as a prevent! ve’agalnst fever and
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
"Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Caliwiya,”
made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York,
and sold by all druggists, is the bent tonic;
and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness it baa no equal y If
We can assure any person having a bald
head or troubled with dandruff that Caxbo-
line, a deodorized extract of petroleum,
will do all that is claimed for it It will not
stain tho most delicate fabric and la delight-
fully perfumed. .
Over 200,000 Howe Beales have been sold,
and the demand increasing continually. Bor-
den, Selieck A Co., Agents, Chicago, DL
One pair of boots saved every year by
using Lyon’a Patent Metallic Heel BtuTeuers.
en.,nmip«oM|liT»r. L.A.LJ>XITUAUia»l«AgU.r»l>U»>.llL
“THE BEST IS CHEAPEST.”
ENGINES, TUDCQUPRQSAW.MILLS,
HorsePowers 1 imLOflLnO CloierHnlleri
(Suited to all aecUoiu. ) Write for FREE JUm. PatnDhlel
and Prlcci toTko Anltman k Taylor Co., MAJufl^ld. Ohio.
PISO S CURE TOR




u LiIF'E on tho MISSISSIPPI,”
la proving to be tire x^rwadr-gt mocsM of ril th#
lit* cost oT oxpivHiwgo ; but when IhhuimI with huppb-mi-nt Art 1‘IuU-n the pr.oe will l»e
UU SubBcriptbm11 Price, Threk Dollar* per year, postage paid. Specimen copy, with Art Plate, »cut to uny
address on receipt of tfen Cent*. Address JAMgg ELVERSON,
Publisher “ILLUSTRATED WOULD,” Philadelphia, Pn.
MON GIVEN AWAY!
r“ch^S.bn^ Subscriber, drop o« W 1. hu »6 published
\mm&
A genuine* Bonanza to
For terms and te~'‘
AddreM C. B.
St10 Book Agents
BEACH k OO* Chicago, HL
TEC Ml
Pacific Northwest!
Offer* the best field for Emirrants-vix.: a
mild, equable and healthy cUmatct cheap
lands of great fortuity, producing aU varie-
ties of Grain, Fruit and Grasses in wonder-
ful abundance; an Inexhaustible supply oi;
Timber; vast Coal Fields and other mineral',
deposits; cheap and quick transportation by
railroad and river navigation direct com-
men-e wiUi all parts of the world, owing to
its proximity to the Pacific Ocean.
NO DROUGHTS, NO INSECT PESTS.
NO HURRICANES, WHIRLWINDS, OK
OTHER DESTRUCTIVE PHENOMENA.
The Lands of the Pacific Northwest show
an average yield of wheat per acre largely
ill excess of that of any other section of the
United States.
No failure of crop* has ever occurred.
Oregon Wheat commands a higher nrice .
than that of any other country in the Liver- ;
pool market.
Animmnuie area of very fertile Railroad
and Government Jjands, within eaty reach of
the trunk linet of the Northern Paeifie R. R„
the Oregon Raiiteay A Navigation, and the
Oregon A California R. If. Co.’s and their
numcrou* tranche* in the great Valley* of the
Columbia and it* trlbutarie*, are note offered
for *ale at Low price* and on Easy term*, or
open to pre-emption and Uomeatead Entry.
The great movement of population to the
Columbia region now in progret* will be
enormously increased bp the completion of
the Northern Paeifie R. JL and the Oregon
Railway A Navigation Co.'o system*. This
render* certain a rapid Increase in the value
of Lands now open to purchase or to entry
under the United State* Land Law*.
For Pamphlets and Maps descriptive of tho
country, its resources, climate, routes of
travel, rates and full information, address
A. L. STOKES,
General Eastern Agent.
v 62 Clark Street, Chicago. UL
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No other Newspaper pnblluhcd on this aide of tho
earth is bought aud read by so many men and women.
Why? Because It is outspoken, truth-telling and al-
ways interesting. It i< everybody’s newspaper. Sub-
scription : Daily (4 pages), by mail, ftftc. a month, or
nn.no s year; HukuaY i8 pages), #1.80 per year;
•WiKOLY (H pages). per year.
I. W. ENGLAND. Publisher. New York City.
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DR. 8. A. RICHMOND MEDICAL CO.,
Sole Proprietor*, 8L Joseph, Mo.
JV Inclose stomp for Circulars.
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BY MBi. EMMA MOLLOT.
They eat there more then an hour, and
then Mr. Scott brought a pledge and the
trembling hand of the inebrate wrote bis
name, "I promifte Maggie and Lilian,”
etc. Then the mother was brought to
the "Home,” and remained there until
she was once more able to pass the grog
•hops, and not enter. On the walls ot
the Houae of Industry may be seen the
picture of this outcast father, as he ap-'
peered that Christmas day, clasping his
two children close to his heart; and the
appealing look in that face reminds me
always of those lines of Adelaide Proctor:
'•I be* of yon, cslm soat*. who wondering pity
. Looks on the paths yon never trod ;
I beg of yon who stiffer— for all sorrow
Most be very near to God,
And the need to eten greater than yon see-
MIbjy of j^roq, f>, children, forHeJovee yon,
?<Jd yoor HtSe hand » together uk Jesus,
That the weary may have rest;
That a bird caught In a nut may be aet free—
Fray lor me.” )
GfMl bless the great life-saving service,
that t!iis Christmas day Is striving to
"Reaeue the perishing,” that has not for*
gotten the words of the blessed Master:
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these, ye have done It onto me.”
[omeub.1
Board of BAuoatloa.
. Holla vd, Mich.. April 1. 1888.
Board met pnrsoant to adjournment and wat
called to order by the President.
MembcK^roent: Beach, Kollen, Cappon,
On motion McBride was appointed Secretary
pro tern.
Minute* of proceeding meeting read and ap-
proved and the regular order of business was sus-
pended.
Special Committee on negotiating bonds re-
ported progress.
Superintendent'll report of last school term was
read, accepted, and referred to Visiting Commit-
tee of prsssnt month.
The following bille were presented and allowed:
I. Fairbanks. £ years salary ............... $85 00
M. Kieklotveld. slate pencils .............. 1 40
I. Fairbanks, wood.., ................ ...... 48 48
II. Toreo, extra work ................. .. 1 00
Communication from Norris A Uhl. with certi-
fied copies of BUI of Costs sad Judgement in case
Howardof t A Van Dyk as. Public
dgement
Schools of the
City of Holland, was prevented with bill of $10,
and was referred to the Special Committee.
Board adjourned. ,
P. H. McBRIDE, Ssc'y pro Urn.
Hall's Hair Renewer renews, cleanses,
brightens, and invigorate# the hair, and
restores faded or gray hair to its youthful
color and lustre. People with gray hair
prefer to use the Renewer, rather than
pr«)claim to the world through their
bleached locks that they are becoming
aged, and passing on to decay.
A striking indication of the excitement
prevailing in England over the subject of
dynambe is the assertion that a large por-
tion of the British Parliament is ready to
make the Government's new bill in regard
to (he use of explosives retrospective iu its
aciiou. One of the time-honored prin-
ciples of legislation that prescribes penal-
ties for crimes is that it shall only take
effect on offences commuted after the en-
actment; aud the Constitution of the
United Suites sweepingly declares that in
this country "no hill of attainder or ex
post facto law shall tie passed.” But
alarm iu regard to what is described as
"the most hideous and stupendous plot of
miMlern times” seems about to make mem-
bers forget this fundamental principle of
legislation. The arrest of . Ansbuuohe,
the arrival at Cork of two jars of nitro-
glycerine addressed to O’Ukklthy, the
presence in London of two carboys con-
signed to the same address, Liverpool’!
excitement over the threat to blow up her
Post Offle, and a fresh haul of exploaives
buried in a Held at Ealoap, are incidents
that serve to keep up the excitement.
Tqr invitation to go to Washington,
says Jusiah Quincy in his recently pub-
lished “Diaiy,” did not imply any promise
of attention after we arrived in that city,
as Judge Story was careful to point out
when I received it. "The fact is,” said
he, "I can do very little for you there, ns
we judges take no part in the society of
the place.* We dine once a year with the
president, and that is all. On other days
we take our dinner together, and di«cu8s
at table questions which are argued before
us. We are great ascetics, and even deny
ourselves wine, except in wet weather.”
Here the judge paused, aa If thinking that
the act of mortifleatiou he had mentiooed
placed too severe a tax upon human err-
dniity, and presently added: "What I
•ay about the wine, sir, gives you our rule;
^ but it does sometimes happen that the
chief justice will say to me, when the
. cloth Is removed: ’Brother Story, step to
the window snd see if it does not look like
rain.’ And, If I tell him that the son U
shining brightly, Judge Marshall w|H
sometimes reply t ’All the better, for our
jurisdiction extends over so large s terri-
tory that the doctrine of chances makes it
certain that it must be raining somewhere,
and It will be safe to take something.’ ”
It w»u’d make a stone image torn
green with envy to observe the expression
of. prof, und abstract inn that settles down
cu the ace of the pencil pusher and scis-
sors edi or of the News alien *n ex-
change f end approaches the sanctum and
remarks. "Pie i*c give me a lew old paper*
—lute or. s, please/’
THE WONDER OF HEAUN8!
Catarrh. SlFSTiS
OolfttaHsad, Me. On*1 •CatMrvkCwf*,*
MrisBranpuattoiMl Mriow mms. Our
*•«* irri»«* lunluabl# for we to «
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'eOND'e EXTRACT CO.,
u West 14th St, New York.
Sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.
FROM
The undersigned desires to call the attention of
the people of Holland and vicinity to the fact that
he has purchased the
First Ward Grocery House
COR. EIGHT A FISH STREETS,
and is prepared to serve the pnbllc with ever
thing that pertains to a first-class
GROCERY Store
Butter & Eggs always
on hand.
GIVE HE A CALL.
Tlon't forget the place No. 198, Eighth street,
cor. Fish.
F. DEN UYL.










Young Men end Women will not only save mon
ey hut valuahlo time in the future by attending the
Gr*nd UApIda- Kn»tn«uiA Cot lego, whore they will
receive a Thorough. Qulckenlux, Practical rducu-
lieu. Send for College Journal. 85-8m.
 ji
Having a large and well selected stock of Clothing, and Boots
and Shoes, which I desire to dispose of to make room for my spring
stock, I will sell all goods in these lines, for the next thirty days, re-
gardless of cost. Give me a call.
E_ j-
H: O L L .A. IT D, MICH.
H. WYKHUYSEN
-dealer in- iA MAM
WHO IS UMAOQUAINTID WITH TNI OIOONANNY OF THIB COUNT MY, WILL*
SU NY XAMININO THIS MAP, THAT THS
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, etc., etc.
I keep a fall line oJgSpcctaclea, which are the
best in the market.
Prompt attention given to repairing.
No trouble to show goods.
Watches and Clocks
sold below Gland Rapids prices.
GIVE ME A CALL.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Hoi.lant), Mich., July 20. 1862. 24-ly
T. L Miller Co.




Bibomkr, Will Co„ Illinois.
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Marvellous Cura of Stoaeia the Blod*
bor-Lnrgo Stones Romoved by Koa-
nodj’a Fovorito Romody.
From]tAe PitUMd (Matt.) XuoU.
Stone la the Bladder la a very dangerona aliment ;
but many moat remarkable core* have of late been
wrought by "Kennedy's Favorite Reraedy"--the
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout. N. Y. An- waei a# a zuuuuwij aji mvaiuv se at • ji • ll”
other atriklng caao ta now added to the Hat. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton. Mesa., atatea in a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he bad been troubled withu
bladder complaint for 14 years, and bad consulted
at different timee seven physicians; bnt nothing
beyond temporary allayment of the pain bad been
IdMrier called on Dr. Kennedy. Bounding him the
k decided IhatMdoctor "struck alone.” » r. Law-
ler should first try the "Favorite Remedy," so aa,
If poMibltt, to avoid an operation. And here is the
remarkable result: "Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stone*,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones 1 will send them to you." Yhlslet-^ __________ ." _
tor beer* date "Dslton, Maes., Feb. 6th," and Is
Chicago, Rock Island a Pacific R'y,
Being the Croat Central Lina, affords to tra voters, by reason of Its unrivaled geo-
graphical position, tha shortest and best route between the last, Northeast and
Southeast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest. '
It la literally and strictly true, that Its connections are all of the prlnolpal lines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pactffo.
By Its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneseo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois | Davenport, Mueoatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Otkalooea, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Quthrle Center and Council Muffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leaven-
worth and Atchison in Kansas, and tha hundrads of oltlaa, villages and towns
Intermediate. The
“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
At It It familiarly called, offers So traveler# all the advantages and oorfiforta
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges. Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WILL VINTILATKD, WILL
HEATKD, FINELY UPMOL8TKRID and KLIOANT DAY COAOHIS | a line Of the
MOST MAONIFIOKNT NORTON REDLINING CHAIR CARS ever built | PULLMAN'S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLKKPINQ OARS, and OININQ OARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to bo the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE OINTS EACH.
THREE TRAINS each way between OHIOAOO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAOO and MINNEAPOUS and ST. PAUL,
via the famous
ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis arid Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Foldsrs, which may be obtained, at
wall as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of
R. R. CABLE, I. ST. JOHN,
Vlc«-Pre.’t * Owl’l Mann..., Ow’l T'.’t * PM.’r A*'t,
CHICAGO.
MANHOOD
How Lost, How Restored
Jn*t published, new edition of Ds. ('ulvzb-
will's Cslbbeatid Kssat on the rsdlctl care of
Spermatorrhoea or 8 minal Wesknew, Involon-
Ury Bemlnal Los§6a«Inipot®ncjreMcDti1 and Phy-
alcal Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, ste.:
clearly demoaetrates from a thirty yeara’ aucceas-
fa! practice, that the alarming consequence* of
by means of which every snflforer, no matter what
his condition may be, may cure himself cheaply,
privately and radically.l ________ ,
0rThla Lecture shonld be In the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under aeal, In • plain envelope, to any ad-
dress. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
Addr"’_ VERWBLL MEDICAL COn
41 AnsSL, New York N. Y.; Postofllcs Box 450.
signed ‘-Peter Lawler." The atones, wbfth are so
lam as to warrant for "Ksnnedy's Favorite Heme-
dy" the claim that It la the most snceewful sued
tic fbrStnpsyetdlKovered.arsnow In Dr. Ken-
' 'a pofwoMlon. Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
s that the "Favorite Remedy" at the same
crfssd hlmot a stuborn cate of Rheumatism :
It Is a fact that in all affections arising out of
disorder ofthsllvcr or nrlnary organs It l* a search-
ing remedy and works marvellous benems. It la
In Itself nlmoat a modlciue cheat. Order It of your
druggist. Price 81.00 a bottle.
WISE
earnings, and In time become
wealthy: those who do not Im
iproye their opportnnltUw rs*
main In pov ‘
great chance to make money
erty. We offer a
. We want many
men. women, boys and girls to work for na In their
own localities. Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will pay more
ilvsi
J3L. BOOETE,
The oldest established Stahls is tbs city.
On Market Street, near Eighth.
I have the newest and best HEARSE in this
cRy, with the finest hones and carriages for funeral
pnrpoees, which I will furnlah
as cheap, if not cheaper
than any party in this dty.
Holland, July 88th, 1882.
H. BOONE.
»-tf
f A week made at horns by the In-
dustrious. Best business now be-
' fora the pnbllc. Capital not need-
ed. We will start yon. Men,
than ton times ordinary wages. Expensi e ontflta
furnished free. No one who engages falls tomake
money rapidly. You can devote your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. Full In
formation and all that i* needed sent free. Address
BTINKJN & CO., Portland, Maine. 42-ly
4fcl7J)'
3m  § v .
V   r^haroK forua^». everywhere to work or na. now
is the time. You can work In spare time, or give
yonr whole time to the bnalness. No other bnsl
ness will pay you nearly aa well. No one can fail
to make enormous pay. by engaging at once.
Costly outfit aud terms free. Money made fast,
easily, and honorably. Address TRUE A
Augusta, Maine. dPIt
..... - ... ........ . d
